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JA 111 Autumn, 2018
Living Together
Edited by The Japan Architect

JA 111 is devoted to thinking on the future 
of collective housing. This issue presents 
18 projects that explore present-day 
meanings of “collectivity” and “living”. 

Although the projects featured here 
are not limited to collective housing, all 
projects address possibilities for living and 
gathering that arise when constructing 
spaces and programs. By adopting the 
bird’s eye view of architecture focused on 
living, yet remaining impartial in regard to 
function and use, this issue attempts to 
raise the basic question of what collective 
housing will be like in the future. 

Classicist No. 15
Edited by Marc Appleton

The Classicist is an annual journal dedicated 
to the classical tradition in architecture 
and the allied arts. Focused on Southern 
California, the Classicist No. 15 explores 
the region’s rich architectural history as 
well as contemporary examples of classical 
design through professional and student 
portfolios and academic articles authored 
by leaders within the field. 

Contributors include Guest Editor Marc 
Appleton of Appleton Partners LLP; 
Stefanos Polyzoides of Moule & Polyzoides; 
Bret Parsons of Pacific Union International; 
Elizabeth A. Logan of the Huntington-
USC Institute on California and the West; 
and Robert Winter, former Professor of 
History of Ideas at Occidental College.

a+u 18:10, 577
Making Friends with 
the Land, People and 
Time - Architecture in 
Taiwan
Edited by A+U Publishing

This volume features architecture in Taiwan. 
Borne out of unique conditions, the 
projects showcased reflect the architects’ 
concerns with the environment, cultures, 
and histories. 

Through them, we begin to understand 
and appreciate the island that was once 
named “IIha Formosa (beautiful island)”.

Young Architects 19
Support
The Architectural League of 
New York, Foreword by Mark 
Robbins, Introduction by 
Anne Rieselbach

The Architectural League Prize for 
Young Architects + Designers recognizes 
outstanding and provocative work by 
up-and-coming North American architects 
and designers. The 2017 competition 
theme, Support, asked entrants to define 
support’s effect on architecture as tangible 
(how buildings stand up), financial (how 
buildings are funded), and theoretical 
(how buildings contribute to architectural 
discourse). Projects by six winners 
respond to metaphorical, historical, and 
methodological interpretations of the term, 
all with the potential to generate form.

a+u 18:11, 578
Feature 1 Architecture 
in Norway & Denmark 
Feature 2 Rail Corridor 
in Singapore
Edited by A+U Publishing 

The November issue starts with a feature 
on Norwegian and Danish Architects with 
projects that demonstrate their approach 
towards designing with nature. 

The second feature is on the former 
Keretapi Tanah Melayu Railway Line. 
Connecting Singapore with Malaysia to the 
north and at the south, it terminated near 
the edge of the Central Business District. 
In 2015, the “Rail Corridor - An Inspired 
and Extraordinary Community Space” 
Request for Proposal was initiated. By 
inviting design professionals, the hope is to 
establish a range of design strategies. 

Architecture China: 
Building a Future 
Countryside
Li Xiangning, Wanli Mo & 
Rebecca Gros 

Focusing on the leading edge architectural 
designs with regional characteristics, 
Architecture China is a journal whose 
mission is to disseminate the creative 
works of contemporary Chinese 
architecture, and to deepen an 
appreciation of Chinese architectural 
traditions and trends. This inaugural issue, 
Building a Future Countryside, served as the 
official catalogue of the Pavilion of China 
at the16th International Architecture 
Exhibition, La Biennale di Venezia. Following 
the six episodes of the exhibition, the 
catalogue gives an in-depth presentation 
of exhibited installations and projects with 
texts, drawings, diagrams, and photos. 

9784786902970
Shinkenchiku-sha Co., Ltd
9 x 11.75in.
128pp., 266 col., 62 b.&w.
January 2019
$42.00/CDN$57.00
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable, 
English, Japanese

9780964260191
Institute of Classical Architecture & Art
9.5 x 11.25in.
168pp., 
Available
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback

9784900212275
A+U Publishing
8.5 x 11.5in.
192pp., 189 col., 95 b.&w.
January 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable, 
English, Japanese

9781732160804
Andrea Monfried Editions
5 x 7in.
176pp., 185 col., 140 b.&w.
February 2019
$24.95/CDN$33.95
Paperback

9784900212282
A+U Publishing
8.5 x 11.5in.
192pp., 
January 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable, 
English, Japanese

9781864708004
The Images Publishing Group
9 x 11.75in.
188pp., 185 col., 202 b.&w.
Available
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback
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9781911422174
Circa
11.5 x 11.5in.
320pp., 450 b.&w.
September 2019
$90.00/CDN$121.50
Hardcover

9782376660187
Editions Norma
9 x 12in.
336pp., 250 col., 150 b.&w.
December 2018
$95.00/CDN$128.50
Hardcover, non-returnable, French

Evans + Shalev
Architecture and Urbanism 1965-2018
Joseph Rykwert

It is difficult to imagine the history of modern architecture in Britain being 
written without reference to the work of Eldred Evans and David Shalev. From 
1967, when they won the international competition for Newport High School, 
Evans and Shalev maintained a distinctive presence as designers, creating a 
body of work that is uniformly innovative, elegant and sensitive to place, and 
realized with care, skill and intelligence. This new monograph documents their 
remarkable oeuvre as it developed over six decades. Introduced by Joseph 
Rykwert, the book includes critical commentaries by Marcus Binney, David 
Dunster, Patrick Hodgkinson, David Hamilton Eddy and others.

Andre Beloborodoff
Architecte, peintre, scénographe
Eugénie von Neipperg, with Preface by Simon Texier

From imperial Russia to the Rome of the 1960s, the work of architect, painter 
and scenographer André Beloborodoff (1886-1965) expresses his unique 
vision of the history of modernity. 

An enlightened Palladian, Beloborodoff designed palaces, châteaux and villas for 
Café Society patrons using modern construction techniques, such as reinforced 
concrete. 

Many of his architectural ideals are found in his metaphysical and surrealist 
paintings and watercolors, highly praised by Paul Valéry, Mario Praz, Henri de 
Régnier, and Jean-Louis Vaudoyer. His atmospheric vistas of sunken or vanished 
worlds recall the edifices that Beloborodoff, eternally rootless, was never able 
to build.

9781916436107
Foster + Partners
8.25 x 8.25in.
540pp., 487 col., 76 b.&w.
February 2019
$49.95/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9789089897916
Lannoo Publishers
11 x 13in.
320pp., 360 col., 40 b.&w.
January 2019
$80.00/CDN$108.00
Hardcover

Foster + Partners Portfolio
1967-2017
Edited by Tom Wright; essays by Norman Foster and 
Peter Buchanan

Foster + Partners Portfolio: 1967–2017 is a complete and extraordinary account 
of the first fifty years of Foster + Partners – a globally renowned studio for 
sustainable architecture, urbanism and design. This book provides a beautiful 
visual record that celebrates the practice’s remarkable breadth of works – 
both built and unbuilt. For the first time ever, Portfolio features photography of 
every project completed in the practice’s first five decades, as well as beautiful 
drawings of its most important unrealised designs. Through over 480 carefully 
edited images – many previously unpublished – the book highlights the 
enormous contribution the practice has made to a range of design disciplines; 
Portfolio is the most comprehensive overview of one of the world’s most 
innovative architects.

Personal Diversity
The Synergy of Light, Concepts, Time and 
Space in Architecture
Bob Manders

In this book, an inspiring combination of architecture and design, Dutch 
architect Bob Manders demonstrates how diverse tastes and preferences can 
harmoniously work together within a particular style or concept. He combines 
insight into architectural principles of the past with a passion for innovation, 
considering light and its impact, context, flexibility and versatility.  His designs 
feature open, fresh and white spaces, but also rooms that are warm, dark and 
cozy. He addresses the challenge of using all the senses when it comes to 
architecture, with minimalist designs which sublimely blend the traditional and 
the modern. 

A comprehensive monograph on the work 
of Evans + Shalev, one of Britain’s most 
prominent practitioners of modernism. 

A lavishly illustrated book on Russian-born 
architect and artist André Beloborodoff, and 
the first monograph published on his work.

Featuring photography of every completed 
work from the practice’s first fifty years – from 
Reliance Controls in 1967 to Apple Park in 
2017 – Foster + Partners Portfolio is the only 
comprehensive book on the complete work of 
the renowned practice ever published.

The latest book of minimalist yet richly tactile 
projects by Dutch architect Bob Manders, 
illuminating his synergistic approach to light, 
space, and nature.
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Style and Epoch
Issues in Modern 
Architecture
Moisei Ginzburg

Style and Epoch by Moisei Ginzburg, first 
published in 1924, was the architect’s 
key work; it became the philosophical 
basis for the Constructivist group of 
architects. Ginzburg defined the new style 
in architecture that signified a break from 
traditional styles. 

The author’s understanding of global 
economic and cultural processes 
is evident in his description of the 
development of a style that came to 
define the nature of architecture in the 
twentieth century, which today we call 
modernism. The significance of this book 
in terms of an understanding of culture, 
the avant-garde and the subsequent 
development of modernist architecture is 
hard to overestimate.

Industrial Heritage 
Protection and 
Redevelopment
Michael Louw 

Industrial heritage is an important part 
of our built environment and landscape. 
It provides tangible and intangible links to 
our past and has great potential to play a 
significant role in the futures of our cities, 
towns, and rural environments. 

This book showcases a selection of 
works completed since 2010 with a 
wide global distribution. It highlights an 
encouraging increase in the practice of 
the transformation, redevelopment, and 
adaptive reuse of industrial structures. 
From under-utilized, disused, or 
discarded reminders of times past, the 
latest metamorphoses of buildings and 
structures have imbued them with new 
purposes in what could be regarded as 
one more stage in a continuous process 
of industrial evolution. 

Materials
Text by Joseph Giovannini

The selection, preparation and application 
of materials in architecture represent key 
points in the design process. 

This book publishes some of the most 
important projects recognized especially 
for the specificity of their use of materials. 
Glass, terracotta, concrete and wood are 
just a few of the elements that classify 
their projects. Ancient and contemporary 
materials, tradition and innovation follow 
upon one another throughout the 
volume, in a sort of atlas of materials.

A gallery of photographic images 
accompanied by drawings and descriptive 
texts provides full illustration of the 
buildings, alternating between details and 
general views, from the basic elements to 
the complete work as a whole.

Contemporary 
Architecture in China
Towards A Critical 
Pragmatism
Li Xiangning

This book is produced based on the 
GSD (Harvard Graduate School of 
Design) autumn exhibition: ‘Towards 
a Critical Pragmatism: Contemporary 
Chinese Architecture’. It reveals a unique 
perspective of contemporary Chinese 
architecture by showcasing 60 works 
from 60 contemporary architects 
within five thematic categories: cultural, 
residential, regeneration, rural, and 
digital. The selected architects attempt 
to maintain a certain level of critical 
thinking and quality. It is a record of the 
continuous evolution and growth of 
contemporary Chinese architecture and 
hopes to open up a new avenue from 
which to encourage further conversation 
regarding both the present and future 
state of China’s architecture culture.

Crowded Places
Edited by Caterina Frisone

A ten-year overview of the activities from 
One Works – the emerging architectural 
firm that has grown to become the most 
successful Italian architectural practice of 
2017/2018. Through a series of quality 
appointments, this goal has been made 
possible by developing and nurturing a 
design-led approach to managing large 
numbers, orchestrating multiple entities 
and responding to numerous values to 
deliver sophisticated results. 

Together with many other projects, this 
book presents the three most advanced 
completed works: a dynamic public plaza 
in a new district of Milan; an exciting 
renovated airport terminal in Venice; and 
a new luxury commercial center outside 
of San Marino Republic, each different in 
function but with the same final goal of 
attracting, accommodating and facilitating 
the needs of people.

Design for Aging 
Review 14
AIA Design for 
Aging Knowledge 
Community
American Institute of 
Architects

This book forms part of the American 
Institute of Architect’s Design for Aging 
Review program by the AIA Design 
for Aging Knowledge Community. The 
program includes a juried exhibition, 
innovation and insights, along with recent 
educational programs that showcase 
facilities representing conscientious 
surroundings that advance environments 
for senior living. 

Each project is presented with rich, 
full-color photography, detailed plans, 
and statistics, illuminating the high level 
of research, planning and community 
involvement that goes into these 
advancements in living environments for 
seniors. 

9781906257293
Fontanka
7.25 x 9in.
240pp., 65 b.&w.
February 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.50
Hardcover

9781864707786
The Images Publishing Group
9.25 x 11.5in.
288pp., 400 col.
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

9788899534561
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 13in.
176pp., 120 col., 40 b.&w.
February 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Flexibind

9781864707793
The Images Publishing Group
9.25 x 11.5in.
440pp., 900 col., 400 b.&w.
Available
$69.95/CDN$94.50
Paperback

9788899534790
Forma Edizioni
6.25 x 8.5in.
240pp., 
February 2019
$36.00/CDN$49.00
Hardcover

9781864708028
The Images Publishing Group
9.25 x 9.25in.
252pp., 400 col.
Available
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover
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9781864708080
The Images Publishing Group
6.75 x 9.5in.
248pp., 400 col., 180 b.&w.
Available
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Flexibind

Japanese Residence
studio LOOP

Japanese residential buildings are known for their beautiful and cutting-edge designs, 
green building materials, and rugged construction quality. Japanese people boldly 
accept innovative design, and the academic community has greatly encouraged the 
innovation of residences. This has provided excellent conditions for a large number 
of Japanese architects to experiment with new approaches, and has led to  Japanese 
housing design being a model for other countries. This book brings together more 
than 60 distinctive Japanese residential and interior designs. These projects illustrate 
designers who pay great attention to people’s daily lives. The houses in this book offer 
an exciting look at where Japanese housing design is going.

9781864708097
The Images Publishing Group
7.5 x 10.25in.
256pp., 280 col., 150 b.&w.
December 2018
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Flexibind

Minshuku
Japanese-Style Guesthouses
Edited by Zhao Xiang

Japan is a country with a highly developed tourism industry. At present, more 
and more tourists choose to go to Japan when they travel, to learn about 
Japanese culture. 

Minshuku selects almost 40 distinct guesthouses in Japan. Some of them 
are popular guesthouses found on social media platforms, while others are 
architectural award-winning projects. All of these projects show new trends in 
Japanese designs for accommodation.

Brings together more than 60 distinctive Japanese 
residential and interior designs. 

Selects almost 40 design examples of 
guesthouses in Japan, including some 
award-winning projects. 

Courtyard Houses  
of India
Yatin Pandya 

Indian architecture is not about an object 
in space; instead it integrates space 
within the object where the built and the 
unbuilt become counterpoints to vitalize 
each other.  This engulfed void known 
as the courtyard lies at the genesis of 
urban dwellings in India. In this book the 
author traces the metaphysical, mythical, 
socio-cultural, environmental and spatial 
roles of the courtyard in the domestic 
architecture of India – from early 
civilization and Vedic times to Islamic and 
colonial influences. 

Courtyard Houses of India documents, 
analyzes and infers the attributes and 
manifestations of traditional courtyard 
houses and examines the diverse 
interpretations of those as applied in 
contemporary homes.

Wooden Architecture 
of Kerala
Miki Desai

It was in the late 1960s and ‘70s that the 
author, then a student of architecture, 
first encountered built environments 
belonging to the genres of folk or 
vernacular traditions. The persistent 
exclusion of these traditions from 
the modern urban vision compelled 
Miki Desai to document these styles, 
culminating in this volume.

This book explores the socio-cultural and 
the tectonic aspects of Kerala’s wooden 
architecture, which is deeply rooted in 
religious and secular customs and shaped 
by geo-climatic forces. The author’s 
multi-disciplinary approach links the 
various ethnic groups residing in Kerala, 
and the mutual adoption and adaptation 
of construction systems within migrant 
groups.

Published in association with DC School 
of Architecture and Design. 

Blueprint
Gautam Bhatia

How does one view the cumulative work 
of one’s life? For Gautam Bhatia, this 
publication is not merely a record of his 
personal or professional legacy, but rather 
it is a profound examination of his life in 
architecture.

According to the author, architecture 
is, by its very nature, a practice of 
contradictions. It operates under 
influences from sociology, design, 
engineering, landscape, anthropology, 
urbanism and civic practice in order to 
impose its will on the nature of space. 
This publication brings together several of 
the author’s built works, from commercial 
and residential buildings to large public 
spaces, from places of leisure to places 
of worship. Together with detailed essays, 
drawings and photographs, the author 
lays out his philosophy of design to 
illustrate how architecture became not 
just a conquest of the imagination, but 
also of reality.

9789385360091
Mapin Publishing
10 x 10in.
452pp., 652 col., 420 b.&w.
February 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

9789385360220
Mapin Publishing
10 x 10in.
280pp., 211 col., 62 b.&w.
January 2019
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

9789385360336
Mapin Publishing
5.5 x 11in.
352pp., 600 col.
February 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Paperback
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9783037611807 – English & German
9783037611814 – German & French
Quart Publishers
8.75 x 11.5in.
100pp., 124 col., 80 b.&w.
Available
$49.50/CDN$67.00
Paperback non-returnable

Lin Robbe Seiler
De aedibus 77
Heinz Wirz. Articles by Mireille Adam Bonnet, Pierre 
Bonnet, Jean-Paul Jaccaud and Tarramo Broenimann 

Laurent Lin, Alain Robbe and Rolf Seiler are the protagonists of the Geneva 
office founded in 1999. Since then, a dozen competition successes have 
resulted in several residential developments, a school building, an old people’s 
home, commercial and administrative buildings, and individual homes. The 
designs are always pointedly critical and creative engagements with the building 
program, the location and building regulations.

9783037611838
Quart Publishers
6.5 x 8.25in.
52pp., 33 col., 47 b.&w.
Available
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Paperback non-returnable, English, German

Kim Strebel
Anthologie 40
Edited by Heinz Wirz, Articles by: Fabian Furter, Baden

Following long periods of employment at Herzog & De Meuron, Philipp Kim 
and Thomas Strebel have managed their own office in Aarau since 2006. 
Numerous competition successes led to a wealth of public buildings with a 
high level of architectural quality. The buildings always reflect the programme 
specifications and the location, while transforming those parameters into 
powerful, expressive and inventive buildings.

Meier Leder
De aedibus 76
Edited by Heinz Wirz, article 
by Christoph Schläppi, Bern; 
Christoph Wieser, Zurich

The Baden team of architects consisting 
of Rolf Meier and Martin Leder have 
won countless competitions in the last 
16 years and produced a notable oeuvre. 
Their buildings have a high degree of 
architectural quality and are characterized 
by a decidedly tectonic expression, 
inventive floor plans and careful 
integration into the surroundings.

Defining Criteria
Edited by Stephan Lando & 
Marina Montresor

Interviews with the architects Kersten 
Geers (Office KGDVS, Brussels), 
François Charbonnet (Made in, Geneva), 
Go Hasegawa (Tokyo), Anne Holtrop 
(Bahrain and Amsterdam), Pier Vittorio 
Aureli and Martino Tattara (DOGMA, 
Brussels and London), Junya Ishigami 
(Tokyo) and the artists Ila Bêka and 
Louise Lemoine (film-makers, Paris), 
Philipp Schaerer (Zurich and Steffisburg), 
Yuri Ancarani (visual artist and film-maker, 
Milan), Bas Princen (photographer, Zurich 
and Rotterdam).

Together, images and conversations 
portray the underlying motivation, 
orientation and stances of some of 
the most prominent young architects, 
photographers, artists and filmmakers 
whose body of work gravitates around 
the world of architecture.

Andrea Bassi, Roberto 
Carella
Präsenz/Présence/
Presence
Heinz Wirz

In their office Bassi Carella Marello, the 
two Geneva architects focus on a few 
fundamental themes of architectural 
research: material, presence, construction, 
prefabrication and the interior figure. 
The architects reflect on those themes 
in a sequence of volumes within the 
Bibliotheca series. This second volume 
analyses the appearance and expression 
of their high-quality buildings in the 
Geneva region.

Also available:
Andrea Bassi, Roberto Carella: Materialität, 
Materiality, Matérialité
ISBN: 9783037611159

9783037611685
Quart Publishers
8.75 x 11.5in.
116pp., 112 col., 88 b.&w.
Available
$49.50/CDN$67.00
Paperback non-returnable, English, German

9783037611739 – English edition
9783037611722 – German edition
Quart Publishers
7.75 x 10.5in.
300pp., 164 col.
Available, $54.95/CDN$74.00
Paperback non-returnable

9783037611845
Quart Publishers
5.75 x 8.75in.
120pp., 60 col., 40 b.&w.
April 2019
$34.00/CDN$46.00
Paperback non-returnable, English, French, German
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9788874398317
5 Continents Editions
9.5 x 11.25in.
312pp., 181 col.
January 2019
$70.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

African Sculptures and Forms
Text by François Neyt. Photographs by Hughes Dubois

At the turn of the twentieth century, Western artists have drawn on the arts of 
Africa for inspiration. Every sculpture carries within it the heritage of a people, 
culture, and artistic tradition in the originality of its forms. West Africa, Central 
Africa, and East Africa each has its own set of characteristics, within which the 
variety of the sculptures demonstrates the creativity of the ethnic group that 
created it. 

This book presents a remarkable collection, including African masks, reliquaries, 
effigies and statuettes.

9788874398478
5 Continents Editions
8 x 10in.
144pp., 105 col.
January 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Paperback, English, French

Art Brut From Japan, Another Look
Sarah Lombardi, Edward M. Gómez, Tadashi Hattori

This catalogue presents pieces by twenty-five new Japanese Art Brut artists 
from different regions of Japan, whose works are largely unpublished.  

The authors explore the assimilation of Japanese Art Brut into the larger 
culture from 2008 to the present.  As they point out, whereas the notion of 
mental handicap resides in aesthetic and sociological criteria, the condition – 
whether mental or physical – is not a criterion in itself.

A new selection of twenty-five Japanese Art Brut 
new artists.

This book presents a remarkable collection amassed by a 
knowledgeable and impassioned art lover that combines 
sensitivity with quality – a quality of forms meticulously 
selected among different African cultures. 

Little Known Facts: 
Shanghai Tower
Edited by Ge Qing

For the first time, China has built its own 
goliath of a building – Shanghai Tower, 
reaching higher than 600 meters. Its 
construction lasted 73 months, with more 
than 500 companies and nearly 10,000 
workers involved. It’s 632 metres tall, 
weighs 850,000 tons, covering an area of 
578,000 square meters, 127 floors above 
ground, 5 floors underground, as well 
as the world’s fastest elevator, and can 
accommodate more than 30,000 people.

Behind these awe-inspiring statistics 
are digital codes hidden in its 
construction, which prove to be shocking. 
By an analytical reading of the 95 
engineering codes, this book treats these 
codes as carriers, pathways to explain 
a more accurate interpretation of the 
building in 5 chapters, with focuses on 
Appearance, Experience, Underground 
Exploring, Construction Q&A and 
Concept Decoding.

Best Buildings - 
Holland
Toon Lauwen

Following Best Buildings – Belgium (ISBN 
9789460582233), Luster brings a second 
title in the new Best Buildings series: 
Best Buildings – Holland. The concept is 
the same: this book presents over 90 
buildings completed after 1900 in the 
Netherlands, with a photo and a short 
text. The selection is based on the top 
ten lists of renowned Dutch architects 
and architecture critics, which are also 
included in the book. Best Buildings – 
Holland features a surprising mix of bold 
contemporary architecture (such as the 
market hall and the central station in 
Rotterdam), historical must-sees (like 
the Rietveld-Schröder House) and less 
obvious buildings (such as a former 
sanatorium in Hilversum).

Mauritshuis -  
The Building
Quentin Buvelot

The Mauritshuis, completed in 1644, is an 
exceptional building. Designed by Jacob 
van Campen, the premises are a textbook 
example of the architectural style known 
as Dutch Classicism. It was the residence 
of a colorful individual, Count Johan 
Maurits of Nassau-Siegen, who made a 
career for himself in the army and as a 
governor of the Dutch colony in Brazil. 
For nearly two hundred years his former 
home has been a museum famous for its 
collection of Old Master Paintings.

This book is the first to recount the 
complete history of the Mauritshuis. The 
authors examine its architectural qualities, 
the original furnishings, the garden, the 
fire of 1704, the decoration of the 
Golden Room, the people who resided 
there, and the premises’ recent extension. 
It is the history of a building whose first 
owner once described it as ‘beautiful, very 
beautiful and supremely beautiful house’.

9787560881416
Tongji University Press
6.75 x 9.5in.
232pp., 134 col., 7 b.&w.
December 2018
$39.95/CDN$53.95
Hardcover

9789460582356
Luster
5 x 7.25in.
224pp., 112 col.
April 2019
$25.00/CDN$33.95
Paperback English, Dutch

9789462620049
Waanders & de Kunst
9.5 x 10.75in.
304pp., 185 col., 80 b.&w.
Available
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover
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9781909492646
Archetype Publications
6.75 x 9.75in.
160pp., 
December 2018
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable

Biodeterioration and Preservation in Art, 
Archaeology and Architecture
Edited by Ralph Mitchell & Jennifer Clifford

The world’s monuments, art objects and archeology are at increasing risk of deterioration 
from environmental threats e.g. climate change, air pollution, and tourism. Microorganisms 
play a central role in these deterioration processes. Our understanding of the role that the 
microbial community plays in these activities has improved significantly in recent years and 
a deeper understanding of the mechanisms of degradation is now possible. In addition, new 
tools have opened the door to the use of bacteria as protective agents.

In this book, contributors have focused on the essential role that biodeterioration plays in 
both the deterioration and preservation of a wide range of materials. The volume brings 
together recent research by conservation microbiologists working in diverse environments.

9781909492653
Archetype Publications
6.75 x 9.75in.
132pp., 10 b.&w.
December 2018
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable

Tricks of the Medieval Trades:  
The Trinity Encyclopedia
A Collection of 14th Century  
English Craft Recipes
Mark Clarke

The anonymous Trinity Encyclopedia (translated here from Middle English 
for the first time) is a collection of unusually detailed 14th century English 
craft recipes, collected from several individuals and from a number of 
written sources, for manufacturing pigments, dyeing, preparing skins and 
furs, imitating expensive imported leathers, counterfeiting semi-precious 
materials, ‘multiplying’ (adulterating) verdigris, and for making soaps and 
confectionery. In many cases, the recipes attempt to codify and make 
explicit the practical knowledge of the craftsmen, conveying it by means 
of tips, clues, indicators of progress, tests for quality of materials, tests for 
progress, and tests for completion.

In this book, contributors have focused on the 
essential role that biodeterioration plays in both the 
deterioration and preservation of a wide range of 
materials. 

Aslaug M. Juliussen
Intersections
Edited by Charis Gullickson & 
Nordnorsk Kunstmuseum
Tromsø 

Norwegian artist Aslaug M. Juliussen 
explores materials that speak to culture 
and tradition in Northern Norway, and 
the Sami culture in particular. 

The publication comprises engaging 
cross-disciplinary essays that illustrate the 
multifaceted aspects of Juliussen as an 
artist. Scholars from such diverse fields 
as biology, philosophy, gender studies and 
art history look at Juliussen’s art from 
multiple perspectives and thus enable a 
new dialogue on art in the context of a 
European indigenous culture.

Gabriele Kutschera
Forged Iron - Jewellery 
- Paper
Essays by Carl Aigner, Monika 
Fahn, Verena Formanek & 
Hans-Peter Wipplinger

The techniques used to forge iron 
and precious metal are a key theme in 
the work of Viennese artist Gabriele 
Kutschera (b. 1950). Starting out with 
jewelry creations related to the body, 
she turned to spatially related, forged 
iron sculptures from the 1990s. The 
perception of time and change is her 
chief motif, which she also addresses in 
her paper works Timelines. 

This book documents the artist’s works 
from 2000 to 2018.

Annelies Štrba. 
Madonna
Simon Baur & Ilma Rakusa

Annelies Štrba (b. 1947) portrays the 
Blessed Mary not as the mother of God 
but as an ideal representative of her 
gender.  The photo artist depicts an image 
of womanhood that elevates erstwhile 
religious intention to an abstract realm. 

Digital disengagement and the almost 
rhapsodic coloration set the stage for a 
surface on which to project emotions. 
Štrba embraces the Madonnas, dismissing 
the transcendental and concentrating on 
the empathetic accent of the mother-
child relationship.

9783897905313
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
8.25 x 10.5in.
112pp., 79 col.
Available
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

9783897905368
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
8.25 x 10.5in.
176pp., 85 col.
Available
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover, English, German

9783897905375
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
6.75 x 9.5in.
192pp., 100 col.
February 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover
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9783897905405
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9.25 x 11.75in.
200pp., 200 col., 100 b.&w.
March 2019
$70.00/CDN$94.50
Hardcover, English, German

Junger Kunstkreis Fulda
Aufbruch in die Nachkriegsmoderne
Edited by Carlo Burschel

From 1958 to 1973 the Young Art Circle of Fulda (JUKU) was intensively engaged 
with post-war modernist art. With its mentor Karlfried Staubach almost a hundred 
exhibitions were carried out that not only enriched the cultural life of Fulda but 
shook it up on many occasions.

This volume deals not with the reconstruction of regional art and cultural history 
but rather with the rediscovery of an episode in German post-war art. 

9783897905450
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9.5 x 10.25in.
144pp., 113 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover, English, German

Lukas Salzmann
In the Viewer’s Eye – the Unknown
IG Halle, Rapperswil / Baumgartner & Annaheim

As a painter Lukas Salzmann is committed to representationalism while creating 
art-historical and media-related references in many of his works. He overpaints 
photographic templates, thus freeing the images from their functional fixedness. 
Deploying vehement brushwork and powerful handling, he dissolves content 
that is seemingly unequivocal and converts it into a polysemy that valorises 
the mystical as much as it does the obvious. Salzmann’s atmospherically dense 
pictures open up emotional spaces for viewers, leading them into a state of 
oscillation between recognizability and recondite unidentifiability, in which the 
transformative powers of painting can develop their full impact.

In the Viewer’s Eye – the Unknown comprises Lukas Salzmann’s oeuvre from 1995 
to 2018 and includes an accompanying essay by scholar Rudolf Velhagen, which 
locates the painter’s work in its art historical context.

The rediscovery of an important 
episode in German post-war art.

Richly colored painting that allusively 
points to art history while devoting itself 
to contemporary subject matter 

Dalí
Poetics of the Small, 
1929-1936
Edited by Mark Roglán & 
Shelley DeMaria 

Research undertaken upon the Meadows 
Museum’s 2014 acquisition of Salvador 
Dalís painting The Fish Man (L’homme 
poisson, 1930) opened doors to areas 
within Dalís 1930s oeuvre worthy of 
further study; foremost among them, 
Dalís propensity for painting on a small 
scale. Dalí: Poetics of the Small, 1929-1936, 
was the first exhibition on the artist to 
focus solely on his small-format works. 
While examples of small-format paintings 
are present throughout Dalís career, the 
eight years under examination – 1929 
to 1936, arguably the apex of Dalís 
artistic career – witnessed sustained 
attention to this format; nearly half of 
the approximately 200 known paintings 
completed by the artist during this time 
measure 13 inches or smaller. 

Ben Sledsens
Karen Van Godtsenhoven & 
Manfred Sellink

The young Belgian artist Ben Sledsens 
(b. 1991) is only just starting his artistic 
career, yet he has already been embraced 
by the art world. In his large canvases he 
translates the classical genres of painting 
– the portrait, the still life, the interior, the 
landscape – into the visual language of his 
own rich universe. He cuts up everyday 
life and manipulates his experiences. The 
results appear to be snapshots of the 
ordinary, which nevertheless always feel 
special and poetic. Sledsens’ canvases, 
which are literally large enough to step 
inside, invite you to disappear into your 
thoughts. Sledsens’ works are always 
subtly interconnected, for example 
through recurring objects. The ending of 
one work sows the seed for the next. In 
this way, it is as though his nascent oeuvre 
forms one great story. 

Queer!?
Visual Arts in Europe
Evert van Straaten and Anton 
Anthonissen

Fifty years ago, in 1969, non-heterosexual 
residents of Amsterdam and New York 
took to the streets to campaign for their 
sexual, social, and legal rights. That year 
marked the start of the development 
of gay rights all over the world, which in 
many countries has now culminated in 
the introduction of same-sex marriage.

Since the 1960s, artists all over the world 
have regularly taken homosexuality as 
the subject of their work, in a range 
of different ways. Queer!? is the first 
book to place the development of this 
art in a broad European context. The 
book focuses on male homosexuality 
and queer performances, and offers 
a chronological look at the past five 
decades.

9780935937176
Ediciones el Viso
9.5 x 11.5in.
162pp., 167 col.
December 2018
$44.00/CDN$59.50
Hardcover

9789492677655
Hannibal Publishing
9.75 x 11.5in.
160pp., col.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover, English, Dutch

9789462622043
Waanders & de Kunst Publishers
6.75 x 9.5in.
272pp., 250 col. 
February 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover
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Gabriadse
The Poetpainter of 
Georgia
Michael Semff

Painter, illustrator, sculptor, screenplay 
author, journalist, costume and stage 
designer: the renowned Georgian artist 
Rezo Gabriadse (*1936) is all this and 
much more. 

Gabriadze’s paintings and the gouaches, 
which tend toward the painterly, comprise 
the centerpiece of this richly illustrated 
volume, enriched with a smartly designed 
autobiography by the author.  The art of 
a great man, whose works have already 
been seen in famous museums. 

Burri Plastiche
Edited by Bruno Corà

This monograph presents the genesis, 
critical analysis, and exhibition history 
of the Combustioni Plastiche [Plastic 
Combustions] cycle by Alberto Burri. 
These works span a quarter of a century, 
from 1953 to 1979, and were created 
using industrial sheets of different kinds of 
plastic, with different melting points. They 
are visceral and technically innovative 
hybrids, part painting and part sculpture, 
ranging in size from a few centimeters 
to larger works installed in places of 
worship and stage designs for theater 
performances.  

Historical photographs by Claudio 
Amendola and Ugo Mulas, newspaper 
articles, and in-depth essays offer a 
complete analysis of this extraordinary 
cycle of works.

GONG
Eliseo Mattiacci
Edited by Sergio Risaliti

Eliseo Mattiacci (Cagli, 1940) is 
considered a leading figure in modern 
and contemporary Italian art. He is a 
widely exhibited sculptor known as an 
early proponent of Arte Povera and a 
pioneer of the late-Sixties avant-garde. 
His work revolves around ideas of the 
spatial and conceptual relationships 
between art and nature, and between 
man and the environment.  Mattiacci’s 
cosmological iconographies embody the 
ideas that have occupied him throughout 
his career:  how the cosmos, the planets, 
and magnetic fields affect the material 
world. This important retrospective 
exhibition of twenty sculptures and nearly 
80 drawings has been installed both 
inside and in the gardens of the recently 
renovated Forte di Belvedere in Florence.  
The catalogue features numerous critical 
essays and extensive on-site photographs 
of the installation. 

9783944874906
Sieveking
9.25 x 11.75in.
160pp., 120 col.
January 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

9788899534851
Forma Edizioni
11.25 x 12.5in.
136pp., 83 col., 19 b.&w.
Available
$115.00/CDN$155.50
Hardcover

9788899534899
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 12.25in.
180pp., 96 col., 17 b.&w.
December 2018
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

A 27 Atelierhaus
Philipp von Matt & Leiko 
Ikemura 

Usually, architects and artists make 
unlikely bedfellows. Artists think they 
have some inborn expertise on spatial 
structures, while architects credit 
themselves with being artists by virtue of 
their genre. Therefore, it is all the more 
surprising that the Japanese artist Leiko 
Ikemura and the Swiss architect Philipp 
von Matt successfully teamed up to build 
a residential and studio building. The result 
of their collaboration is anything but a 
compromise. The building is a unique 
fusion of traditional Japanese architecture 
and solid Swiss sturdiness. 

This publication uses a wealth of texts, 
plans, models and architectural shots to 
give a comprehensive overview of the 
entire building, showing how aesthetics 
and functionality can enter into an 
extremely fertile symbiotic relationship.

Mary Bauermeister
Signs, Words, 
Universes
Kunstmuseum Villa Zanders

Over the last few years, the oeuvre of 
Mary Bauermeister (*1934) has been 
extensively rediscovered and celebrated. 
Today, she is considered to be one of 
Germany’s leading female post-war artists. 

This book is the first to take a close look 
at those works in which Bauermeister 
privileges language as a means of artistic 
expression. She uses cyphers, symbols and 
textual fragments from nature, science, 
academia, philosophy, mathematics, music 
and art to create sensual, poetic drawings, 
collages and objects. Bauermeister first 
won fame with her celebrated ‘lens boxes’ 
in which convex glass, magnifiers and 
prisms merge with optically distorted 
images and words, forming magical 
cabinets of wonder.

Bavid Dowie
Jonathan Meese, Daniel 
Richter & Tal R

Owing to their achievements as radical 
and unique innovators of the painting 
tradition, Jonathan Meese (* 1970 in 
Tokyo), Daniel Richter (* 1962 in Eutin, 
Germany), and Tal R (* 1967 in Tel Aviv) 
have won international recognition 
over the last decades. In their work, 
the three artists refer to established 
ways of seeing, while at the same time 
distorting, expanding, or challenging 
them. The humorous aspect of their art 
always opens the door for contemporary 
topics, ranging from politics, society, and 
self-presentation, to questions about the 
general significance of painting.

For the exhibition Bavid Dowie, Jonathan 
Meese, Daniel Richter, and Tal R have 
teamed up for the first time, in order to 
work and exhibit their art together. This 
catalog presents the works the artists 
developed jointly, as well as new pieces 
that were created individually. 

9783862066971
Verlag Kettler
6.75 x 9.5in.
72pp., col.
Available
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover, English, German

9783862067022
Verlag Kettler
8.25 x 10.25in.
112pp., col.
Available
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover, English, German

9783862067060
 Verlag Kettler
9.25 x 13in.
176pp., col.
Available
$49.00/CDN$66.00
Hardcover, English, German
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9789462582880
 WBooks
9.25 x 12.75in.
176pp., 150 col.
February 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Hardcover, English, Dutch

Chihuly
Suzanne Rus, Ann-Sophie Lehmann, Andreas Blühm

The American artist Dale Chihuly has been making enchanting, spectacular and 
expressive creations from glass for over fifty years. His style can be recognized by the 
use of organic shapes, vibrant colors, and from the dizzying spatial effects of the installed 
works. Clearly defined periods can be distinguished in his career, reflecting his unceasing 
fascination for the fundamental nature of glass. 

This catalog for a show of 16 indoor and outdoor installations accompanies Chihuly’s 
largest museum show to date in continental Europe and contains a complete overview 
of all the highlights of Chihuly’s oeuvre. In addition to background information, 
innovative essays and a personal interview with Chihuly, this book includes a vast wealth 
of images that illuminate the trajectory of his career.

9789401455121
Lannoo Publishers
11 x 12.5in.
136pp., 160 col., 30 b.&w.
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover, English, Dutch

Johan Creten. Naked Roots
Johan Creten & Joost Bergman

Together with Lucio Fontana and Thomas Schütte, Johan Creten is considered 
one of the pioneers of the revival of ceramics in contemporary art. He has 
been using clay in a highly innovative manner since as far back as the 1980s. His 
sculptures contain numerous, often ambiguous, references and meanings, which 
he encourages viewers to determine themselves through observation. Influenced 
by man and nature, classical antiquity, art history, opera, literature, and poetry, and 
by more current, socially charged subjects such as politics, racism, power relations, 
and sexuality, Johan Creten moulds his impressions into a world filled with 
fantastic animals, flowers, and human figures. 

This book includes nine historical objects from Creten’s collection that relate to 
his ground-breaking oeuvre.

Enchanting, spectacular and expressive 
creations in glass from Dale Chihuly, whose 
style can be recognized by the use of organic 
shapes, vibrant colors and from the spatial 
effects of the installed works.

A selection of ceramic sculptures, 
monumental bronzes and photographic 
collages by Johan Creten.

Picasso
The Sculpture
Anna Coliva & Diana 
Widmaier-Picasso 

In 1917 Pablo Picasso traveled to Italy 
where he admired sculptures from 
Antiquity, the Renaissance and Baroque 
eras. 

The catalogue of the first exhibition 
on Picasso’s sculpture held in Rome 
includes essays that explore the visual 
and conceptual dialogue between the 
works of Picasso and works of the past, 
illustrating and examining over fifty 
works. A section of unpublished images 
of Picasso’s sculpture studios by Edward 
Quinn narrate the context in which these 
works were born.

Liu Xiadong
Retrospective
Kunsthalle Duesseldorf / 
NRW-Forum Duesseldorf

The Chinese artist Liu Xiaodong is one 
of the most famous contemporary artists 
in Asia. His oeuvre depicts moments 
of human life with an extraordinary 
immediacy and exceptional empathy. A 
family, a refugee boat, agricultural workers, 
or the demi-monde – he shows a wealth 
of subjects, representing the unlimited 
diversity of people and cultures. His 
work is characterized throughout by the 
greatest possible degree of openness and 
tolerance toward the other. 

Liu has always sympathetically portrayed 
minorities both in and outside China. For 
the very first time, this book showcases 
paintings from his project “Transgender/
Gay” – a series of portraits from Berlin’s 
gay and transgender scene, which Liu 
created in 2018 while staying in the 
German capital.

Lace in Flanders
History and 
Contemporary Art
Martine Bruggeman

Lace is centuries old yet still alive and 
kicking! Sober flaxen yarn is worked 
in many different ways to realize 
transparent motifs as an expression of 
refined Flemish culture. However, Lace in 
Flanders transcends tradition. In Bruges, 
in lacemaking Flanders and far beyond 
we discover an innovating movement. 
Nowadays, lace is so much more than just 
craft or folk art. The ancient technique 
has inspired a contemporary textile art. 
The rich lace heritage is refreshing and 
renewing itself in terms of color, material, 
and form. 

This book shows lace enthusiasts and 
professionals that this delicate art form is 
still as spritely as it ever was. 

9788833670225
Officina Libraria
9.5 x 11in.
256pp., 160 col., 41 b.&w.
January 2019
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

9783862067114
Verlag Kettler
9.5 x 11.75in.
296pp., col.
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Papeback, English, German

9789401442817
Lannoo Publishers
9.75 x 11.5in.
320pp., 290 col., 40 b.&w.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover
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Classic Mondrian in 
Neo-Calvinist View
The Watson Gordon 
Lecture 2017
Joseph Masheck

In this book, Joseph Masheck re-
examines the spiritual in Mondrian’s art 
and proposes a parallel between the 
equilibrium found in his paintings and 
his writings on theological justification. 
The artist’s Calvinist Christianity is 
considered in respect to the balanced, 
asymmetrical works of his ‘classic’ phase 
of the 1920s and 1930s, and potential 
parallels with the writings of an important 
Dutch theologian of the Neo-Calvinist 
movement are explored. Finally, the 
author follows Mondrian’s classic phase 
into the 1930s and beyond, in this 
extraordinary and inspiring reassessment 
of one of the fathers of abstract art.

I Want to Be A 
Machine
Andy Warhol and 
Eduardo Paolozzi
Keith Hartley

Through the early works of Andy Warhol 
and Eduardo Paolozzi, this book traces 
the development of their deep fascination 
with the machine. 

Looking at the way that both artists 
began in the late 1940s and the years 
following, the book illustrates their 
fascination with popular culture and 
the methods that they used in creating 
their art. Common to all their methods 
of making works was their hand-made 
quality. 

Only in the 1960s did the artists make 
the step to mechanical means to create 
their own artworks, resulting in the iconic 
images that are integral to our culture. 
As Warhol said of himself, there is only 
surface, with nothing underneath.

Fabien Mérelle
Works
Kathy de Nève

Fabien Mérelle is a French artist whose 
delicate and intricate drawings look 
realistic but on closer examination convey 
otherworldly and often disquieting 
subjects. Stuck to the pregnant belly 
of his wife, an elephant clinging on his 
back, or in close embrace with his father, 
Fabien Mérelle portrays himself as the 
protagonist in his drawings. He is known 
for the anatomical precision of his figures, 
the sea of white that surrounds them, 
and the dreamlike quality of his work. This 
book combines the highlights from his 
oeuvre to date, with a hundred drawings 
and a selection of sculptures. Mérelle 
has exhibited at The Armory Show in 
New York, at Art Paris, and was one of 
the most prominent artists in Jan Fabre’s 
recently curated show, The Raft (Mu.
Zee Oostende). In 2010, he was the 
first winner of the Prix Canson, awarded 
annually for outstanding work on paper. 

9781911054283
National Galleries of Scotland
6.5 x 8.5in.
48pp., 23 col.
January 2019
$9.95/CDN$13.00
Hardcover

9781911054306
National Galleries of Scotland
8.75 x 7.75in.
36pp., 25 col.
December 2018
$10.99/CDN$14.95
Paperback

9789401457927
Lannoo Publishers
9.75 x 12.5in.
224pp., 100 col., 100 b.&w.
May 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover, English, French

9781788840071
ACC Art Books
5.5 x 7.75in.
294pp., 196 col., 358 b.&w.
March 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Paperback with flaps

Cacaform Birds
Zhu Yingchun

Step into the world of Cacaform Birds – a world that exists a half-pace to one side of 
our own, at the confluence of imagination, art and reality. 

Within these pages we meet the ‘Glowerspite’ (often dozes in a supine position; 
converts its tail to a head when startled) and the ‘Mare-away’ (who carries a small 
black troll on its back and rouses dreamers from night terrors), along with many more: 
a fantastical aviary brought to life by Zhu Yingchun’s art. The book contains three 
parts, the first containing doctored photographs that show these birds interacting with 
sepia cityscapes, alternately goggled at and overlooked by the passers-by. The second 
introduces us to each individual species through poetic verse, while the third section 
must be carefully unsealed by the reader in order to reveal how the Cacaform Birds 
came into being.

A blend of bestiary, spotter’s guide and poetic anthology, this book demonstrates that 
art and amusement can be found everywhere, if you only care to look.

9788874398546
5 Continents Editions
8 x 9.5in.
120pp., 50 col.
May 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback with flaps

Friedrich Nietzsche and Artists of the  
New Weimar
Sebastian Schutze

Around 1900, a small group of influential patrons, critics, writers, and artists 
turned Weimar into a utopian center of modern art and thought. Several 
artists and writers sought to create a ‘New Weimar’ and position Friedrich 
Nietzsche at its head, as the radical prophet of modernity. In 1902, two 
years after the philosopher’s death, Max Klinger was commissioned to carve 
Nietzsche’s portrai. Klinger executed the famous marble herm that still today 
adorns the reception room of the Nietzsche Archive. The exhibition and this 
catalog will also include a comprehensive series of early editions of Nietzsche’s 
most influential books and will bring together work by the other protagonists 
of the ‘New Weimar’, in order to shed light on this extraordinary artistic and 
cultural constellation of modernism for the first time in North America.

A lavishly illustrated publication to present 
the radical prophet of modernity. Published to 
accompany an exhibition at the National Gallery of 
Canada, Ottawa, 18 April to 25 August 2019.

A unique and playful new project from the mind 
behind The Language of Bugs, ISBN 9781851498857.
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MOCAK Museum of 
Contemporary Art in 
Krakow
Director’s Choice
Maria Anna Potocka

MOCAK Museum of Contemporary Art 
in Krakow is the first post-war institution 
in Poland founded and purpose-built 
for the presentation of international 
contemporary art. The Museum’s vibrant 
programme extends beyond its physical 
boundaries, and has included exhibitions 
in venues across Poland and wider 
Europe. 

This selection, chosen by the Director 
herself, is the perfect introduction to 
this diverse collection. Her incisive 
commentary elucidates the complex 
works displayed and grants new and 
thought-provoking insights into the work 
and workings of contemporary artists.

14-18 NOW
Five Years of 
Extraordinary Art 
Experiences
Introduction by Jenny 
Waldman

14-18 NOW: Five Years of Extraordinary 
Art Experiences includes a detailed 
look at the extensive 14-18 NOW 
programme, which was established 
to mark the centenary of the First 
World War. Spread over five years, 
this programme of extraordinary arts 
experiences linking people to WW1 
included painting, photography, sculpture, 
poetry, theater, dance, installation, film and 
other performance pieces. It is one of 
the largest public art commissions ever, 
and has led to the creation of over 325 
artworks, which have been seen by more 
than 30 million people. Featured artists 
include Gillian Wearing, Rachel Whiteread, 
Jeremy Deller, Peter Jackson and Danny 
Boyle.

Art Encounters
Selections from the 
Cornell Fine Arts 
Museum Collection
Ena Heller, Elizabeth Coulter 
& Amy Galpin

With one of the oldest and most 
distinguished collections in Florida, 
the Cornell Fine Arts Museum at 
Rollins College can boast of more than 
5,500 objects from antiquity to the 
contemporary. This beautifully designed 
volume is the first to celebrate the 
museum’s broad and eclectic holdings, 
including Old Masters, photography and 
works on paper, American and European 
paintings, 20th-century works and an 
exciting new contemporary collection, as 
well objects, artifacts, and archeological 
fragments from world cultures.

Art and the Sacred in 
Mumuyeland
Jan Strybol

Despite some field research our 
knowledge of the sacred among the 
Mumuye is still embryonic. Religious 
power is linked to the strength contained 
in sacred objects, of which only the elders 
are the guardians. 

In 1970 Philip Fry published his essay 
on the statuary of the Mumuye. Basing 
himself on in situ observations, Jan Strybol 
attempted to analyze the exogenous 
network of this woodcarving. Thus he was 
able to document about forty figures and 
some masks and additionally to identify 
more than twenty-five Mumuye artists 
as well as a specific type of sculpture as 
being confined to the Mumuye Kpugbong 
group. 

2018 Bruges Triennial
Liquid City
Till-Holger Borchert, Michel 
Dewilde, Anna Tsing, Tom 
Trevor, Marc Van den Bossche, 
photography by Iwan Baan, 
Matthias Desmet

The 2018 Bruges Triennial: Liquid City 
presents a fluid, open and engaged city; 
Bruges as an engine of social, cultural and 
political change; a creative melting pot for 
encounters of all kinds; and a breeding 
ground for urban innovation. 

The 2018 Bruges Triennial: Liquid City 
invites internationally acclaimed artists 
and architects from around the world 
to interpret the ‘Liquid City’ theme. 
They create an art trail dotted with 
temporary hospitable spaces, conceptual 
representations and unexpected places 
for encounters within the historic city 
center.

Art on Campus
Build and Connect
Edited by Georges Goffin, 
with Photography by Jesse 
Willems

In recent decades, the University of 
Antwerp has brought together a unique 
collection of visual art of Belgian and 
international origin and style. With great 
care, these works of art are given a 
specific, selected and discussed place in 
and around the buildings on the various 
university campuses. 

This book deals thematically and visually 
with the many interactions between 
architecture, visual art, residents and 
passers-by. Sophisticated and subtle 
photography underlines the many 
possible connections that come about. 
The width and depth of Art on Campus is 
presented by means of about forty spatial 
situations.  

9781785511875
Scala Arts & Heritage Inc. 
6.5 x 7.5in.
80pp., 40 col.
Available
$12.95/CDN$17.50
Paperback

9781788161466
Profile Editions
10.25 x 11in.
304pp., 400 col.
May 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9781785512063
Scala Arts & Heritage Inc. 
8.25 x 9.75in.
256pp., 115 col.
January 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Paperback

9789058566003
Stichting Kunstboek
8.25 x 11in.
144pp., 100 col.
Available
$89.00/CDN$120.00
Hardcover

9789058565990
Stichting Kunstboek
7.75 x 10.5in.
160pp., 90 col.
Available
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover, English, Dutch

9789058566140
Stichting Kunstboek
9.5 x 11.75in.
108pp., 85 col.
December 2018
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover
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From Bosch’s Stable
Hieronymous Bosch 
and the Adoration of 
the Magi
Matthijs Ilsink, Jos Koldeweij, 
Ron Spronk

Hieronymus Bosch painted the Adoration 
of the Magi, the revelation of the divine 
nature of Jesus to the three kings from 
the East, a number of times. Two of these 
paintings thought to be entirely by him 
have survived: one in the collection of 
the Metropolitan Museum of Art and 
the other in the Museo del Prado. Both 
paintings were copied and imitated from 
early on. These important works by Bosch 
are presented here in their cultural and 
historic context. 

Rembrandt & Saskia
Love in the Golden 
Age
Edited by Marlies Stoter and 
Justus Lange

Rembrandt van Rijn married Saskia van 
Uylenburgh, the love of his life, in 1634. 
This book, the catalogue for a traveling 
exhibition, sketches a picture of courtship 
and weddings in the context of 17th 
century Dutch society. 

The show follows Rembrandt and Saskia 
from their meeting to her untimely early 
death. Paintings, drawings, and etchings 
by Rembrandt are featured alongside 
wedding portraits, objects, and jewelry 
from the period, offering insight into what 
weddings and married life meant in 17th 
Century Holland. 

Dutch Self-Portraits 
Of The Golden Age
Ariane van Suchtelen

This richly illustrated catalogue features 
27 outstanding examples of self-portraits 
created during the Dutch Golden Age. 
It includes work by Judith Leyster, Jan 
Steen, Rembrandt, Carel Fabritius and 
Gerrit Dou, among others. The text 
explores the role of the self-portrait 
in 17th century Dutch Art, examining 
how self-portraits showcase the artist’s 
ability and expertise, why they were so 
popular in the social and economic milieu 
of the time, and who they were created 
for. The large number of self-portraits 
painted during this period can be linked 
to the increase in painting production. 
The competition was fierce, so painters 
needed to generate a prominent position 
in the market: the self-portrait gave artists 
and their work a recognizable identity. 
The self-portrait was, therefore, not 
only a portrait of the painter, but also a 
statement for prospective clients about 
the particular talents of each artist.

9789462583078
WBooks
8.75 x 10.75in.
96pp., 30 col.
February 2019
$22.00/CDN$30.00
Hardcover

9789462583030
WBooks
9 x 11in.
166pp., 174col.
February 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Hardcover

9789462620568
Waanders & de Kunst
9 x 11in.
128pp., 122 col., 14 b.&w.
Available
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback

Margaret de Flahaut 
(1788-1867)
A Scotswoman at the 
French Court
Diana Scarisbrick

Margaret Mercer Elphinstone (1788-
1867), with her powerful mind and 
independent spirit, was never daunted 
by adversity as she sought to realize 
her ambitions for her family against the 
background of intellectual upheaval and 
social and political change which followed 
the French Revolution and the end of 
the ancien régime. The turning-point in 
her life was her controversial marriage 
in 1817 with the general Charles de 
Flahaut (1785-1870), which, contrary to 
all expectations, resulted in one of the 
most successful partnerships in the ‘auld 
alliance’ between France and Scotland.

The Frick Collection
Art Treasures from 
New York
Lea van der Vinde

This catalogue of 36 masterpieces 
from the Frick Collection in New York 
accompanied a show at the Mauritshuis 
(the Netherlands) in 2015.  Featured 
here are masterpieces dating from the 
13th to the 19th centuries, with paintings 
by artists such as Cimabue, Memling, 
Constable, Reynolds and Ingres, but also 
drawings, sculpture and applied art. 

All the works are beautifully depicted and 
described in lively texts that offer insight 
into their meaning and showcase the 
quality of the collection.

Splendour & Bliss
Arts from the Islamic 
World

The cobalt blue of a Persian twelve-point 
star tile from circa 1445 is so bright, it 
looks like it was painted yesterday. This 
tile will be on display as part of the 
exhibition ‘Splendour and Bliss: Arts of 
the Islamic World,’  along with hundreds 
of other treasures that have seldom, if 
ever, been exhibited before. From flowing 
calligraphy to exuberant floral motifs, 
this stunning show shines a spotlight on 
the Gemeentemuseum’s rich holdings in 
Islamic art. With glass, metal objects, rugs 
and wooden doors dating from the years 
900 to 1900, it is considered one of the 
finest in the Netherlands. This beautifully 
illustrated catalog focuses on the 
ornamental character of Islamic art and 
on stories of culture, tradition and craft. It 
highlights a side of Islamic culture that is 
rarely touched upon in the public debate: 
the positive message and exuberance of 
Islamic art. 

9781898565161
John Adamson
6.25 x 9.25in.
328pp., 45 col., 4 b.&w.
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

9789462620292
Waanders & de Kunst
9 x 11in.
128pp., 73 col., 18 b.&w.
Available
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback

9789462621947
Waanders & de Kunst
9.5 x 11in.
232pp., 250 col.
Available
$34.95/CDN$47.50
Paperback, English, Dutch
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Buddhist Art of 
Gandhara
In the Ashmolean 
Museum
David Jongeward

Buddhist Art of Gandhara is a scholarly 
catalogue of the Ashmolean Museum’s 
important but still largely unpublished 
holdings of the Buddhist sculpture and 
related art of the historic Gandhara 
region (modern North West Pakistan / 
East Afghanistan) in the early centuries 
AD (c. 0-600 AD). This region was a 
major center of Buddhist culture and 
facilitated the transmission of Buddhism 
and its art from India via the Silk Road to 
Central Asia, China and the Far East. The 
book contains introductory essays, with 
additional illustrations, suitable for the 
general reader as well as the specialist. 

Netsuke in 
Comparison
Motifs and Their 
Variations

Netsuke – classic belt decorations 
for men – are rooted in a historical, 
mythological and artistic tradition in 
Japanese culture. Woodcarvers and their 
pupils, even counterfeiters, continued the 
work of their role models, in copies or 
variants of what came before them, and 
even created major works of art with the 
smallest of dimensions. 

Netsuke in Comparison presents one 
hundred netsuke from a private 
collection. For the very first time, it 
endeavors to juxtapose them with 
comparative images from collections and 
literature in order to locate them within 
this genre and to convey something of 
their diversity and expressiveness.

Encountering - 
Retracing - Mapping
The Ethnographic 
Legacy of Heinrich 
Harrer and Peter 
Aufschnaiter
Edited by M. Flitsch, M. 
Pworoznik, M. Wernsdörfer & 
Ethnographic Museum at the 
University of Zurich

Since the 1970s the Ethnographic 
Museum at the University of Zurich has 
held culturally significant collections of 
Heinrich Harrer (1912-2006) and Peter 
Aufschnaiter (1899-1973).  For this 
publication all of the Zurich collections 
have been researched for the first time. 
‘Starting with the object’, moments of 
encountering and social change as well as 
historical and cultural developments can 
be retraced, and the seemingly obvious 
is thus pieced together into an extended 
map or knowledgescape. 

9781910807224
Ashmolean Museum Publications
9.5 x 11.75in.
336pp., 250 col., 40 b.&w.
January 2019
$49.95/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9783897905283
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9 x 11.5in.
240pp., 400 col., 400 b.&w.
December 2018
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English, German

9783897905351
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
8.5 x 11in.
160pp., 50 col., 30 b.&w.
January 2019
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

Paper Jewels
Postcards from the Raj
Omar Khan

Paper Jewels is the story of postcards 
during the Raj, and covers India, Pakistan, 
Sri Lanka and Burma. It features 
hundreds of images in original format, 
weaving together the postcard artists, 
photographers and publishers who define 
the rich history of the medium. It also 
charts the key themes, as well as the role 
postcards played in the Independence 
struggle. 

Published in association with The Alkazi 
Collection of Photography.

Dance Theatre of India
Crossing New 
Aesthetics and 
Cultures
Katia Legeret-Manochhaya

At the heart of Indian literature, Dance 
Theatre of India by Katia Légeret-
Manochhaya, is a book where the author 
explores the various rasas of Bharata-
natyam and other dance forms, both 
as a dancer and a researcher. In the 
milieu of diverse linguistic and cultural 
interpretations, the book is a field of 
experimentation where the modalities 
for expressions and cultural differences 
would forever reinvent themselves.

Monsoon Feelings
A History of Emotions 
in the Rain
Imke Rajamani, Margrit 
Pernau & Katherine Butler 
Schofield

Through a series of evocative essays 
exploring rain-drenched worlds of 
poetry, songs, paintings, architecture, films, 
gardens, festivals, music, and medicine, this 
lavishly illustrated collection examines the 
history of monsoon feelings in South Asia 
from the twelfth century to the present. 
Each essay is written by a specialist in 
the field of South Asian arts and culture, 
and investigates emotions as reflections 
and agents of social, cultural, and political 
change across borders of language and 
religion and between different arts and 
cultural practices. This history of emotions 
in the rain is as rich, surprising, beautiful 
and devastating as the thundering 
monsoon clouds, and will delight general 
and scholarly audiences alike. 

9788189995850
Mapin Publishing
9 x 12in.
364pp., 519 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

9789386906366
Niyogi Books
9 x 9in.
152pp., 14 col., 4 b.&w.
Available
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Hardcover, non-returnable

9789386906472
Niyogi Books
7.5 x 9in.
480pp., 88 col.
Available
$49.00/CDN$66.00
Hardcover, non-returnable
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Yoga Shakti
Awaken Your Own 
Power
Shailaja Menon

Most people nowadays think of yoga as 
a class where you learn to twist your 
body into different asanas. However, the 
ancient philosophy of yoga is so much 
more than a mere physical activity, and 
needs to be better understood in order 
to fully benefit from it. In Yoga Shakti, 
Shailaja Menon not only explores the 
physical benefits of practising yoga, but 
the spiritual and mental fulfillment one 
gains from this practice as well. 

The World of Religions
Samarpan

Every religion is the product of the 
spiritual realizations of some of the 
greatest human minds, the likes of 
whom rarely walk on this earth. Religion 
becomes a unifying force when it focuses 
on the enlightening thoughts preached by 
these men; however, it tends to become 
disruptive when it depends on the 
limited knowledge of ordinary people to 
interpret them.

The World of Religions presents eight 
major religions of the world and discusses 
their origin, growth, and their impact on 
society. The chapters reveal the greatness 
of every religion, all of whom aspire to 
integrate purity, compassion, and peace in 
everyday life.

The Legend of Krishna
In Wall Paintings of 
Gujarat and Rajasthan
Pradip Zaveri

The Legend of Krishna in Wall Paintings of 
Gujarat and Rajasthan is a comprehensive 
documentation of the Krishna theme in 
an art form that is now on the verge of 
extinction. 

This book explores the Krishna myth in 
its historical and cultural context.This 
collection essentially tells the story of 
Krishna’s life as a child and then moves on 
to his adolescence as a cowherd, followed 
by his romantic dalliances. It includes 
paintings that illustrate the deeds of 
Vishnu and his other avataras. 

These wall paintings provide detailed 
glimpses of the social and cultural life of 
the people. In this book Pradip Zaveri 
preserves for posterity’s sake this vibrant 
tradition that is an integral part of the 
country’s representative art forms.

9789386906441
Niyogi Books
6 x 9in.
180pp., 48 col.
Available
$16.00/CDN$21.50
Paperback, non-returnable

9789386906465
Niyogi Books
5.5 x 8.5in.
284pp., 
Available
$15.00/CDN$20.00
Paperback, non-returnable

9789386906496
Niyogi Books
7.75 x 9.5in.
460pp., 547 col.
Available
$70.00/CDN$94.50
Hardcover, non-returnable

9786164510142
River Books
6.75 x 8.75in.
232pp., 400 col.
February 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Thai Silver and Nielloware
Paul Bromberg

Thai silver and Nielloware display exquisite craftsmanship and design that 
rivals better-known genres of silver from Asia. However, there has to date 
been little written about this fascinating subject. Examining the history and 
scope of specified Thai silver and Nielloware production dating from the 
early 19th century to the present, as well as the various forms and designs 
utilized, long-term collector Paul Bromberg provides a single reference 
source for both newcomers and seasoned collectors alike.

9789745242180
Orchid Press
6 x 9in.
626pp., 41 b.&w.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Paperback

Religions of the Hindukush
The Pre-Islamic Heritage of Eastern 
Afghanistan and Northern Pakistan
Karl Jettmar

While the peoples of the remote regions of eastern Afghanistan and northern 
Pakistan were converted to Islam by the early 20th century, deeply conservative 
mores and geographical isolation have combined to preserve ancient religious 
practices long extinct elsewhere. 

The author, a renowned anthropologist, integrates the scholarship of colleagues 
in the fields of linguistics, cultural history and archaeology with his own fieldwork 
to construct an authoritative account of the religious practices of this remote, 
little understood corner of Asia.

Complete, updated English translation of a seminal 
work on Central Asian religions first available in 
German in 1975.

A lavishly illustrated guide to highly collectible 
Thai Silverware and Nielloware.
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9789383243259
The Marg Foundation
9.25 x 12in.
140pp., 110 col.
Available
$69.95/CDN$94.50
Hardcover, non-returnable

Scent upon a Southern Breeze
Synaesthesia and the Arts of the Deccan
Kavita Singh

For decades, art historical studies of Deccani art were few and far between. 
Only in recent years has scholarly interest grown, resulting in major advances 
in our knowledge of the region’s cultural achievements. The 2015 exhibition 
Sultans of Deccan India, 1500-1700: Opulence and Fantasy at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York was a stimulus for further research. To honor this 
exhibition and the scholarship it embodied, The Aesthetics Project arranged 
a symposium Nauras: The Many Arts of the Deccan in January 2015 and co-
sponsored an exhibition of the National Museum’s Deccani artefacts. This book 
brings together contributions from the symposium, the exhibition and beyond, 
to give a sense of emergent research in the arts of the Deccani sultanates. 

9789383243266
The Marg Foundation
9 x 12in.
336pp., 125 col.
March 2019
$90.00/CDN$121.50
Hardcover, non-returnable

The Mughal Empire from Jahangir to  
Shah Jahan
Art, Architecture, Politics, Law and 
Literature
Edited by Ebba Koch in collaboration with Ali Anooshahr

The reign of Shah Jahan (1628-58) is widely regarded as the golden age of the 
Mughal empire, yet it is one of the least studied periods of Mughal history. In 
this volume, 14 eminent scholars with varied historical interests – political, social, 
economic, legal, cultural, literary and art-historical – present for the first time a 
multi-disciplinary analysis of Shah Jahan and his predecessor Jahangir (r. 1605-27). 

Travels with a Jaguar
Christoph Meier-Siem & 
Amos Ball

An American family of five toured Europe 
for six weeks in their Jaguar. It wouldn’t 
be a big deal, had it not happened in 
1954 when Europe was just in a phase 
of self-discovery, less than ten years after 
the end of World War II. Amos Ball and 
his family were not discouraged by the 
turmoil and took a tour through England, 
France, Italy and Switzerland. Their vehicle: 
a grand Jaguar Mark II. Amos Ball captured 
all their experiences in Travels with a 
Jaguar, which also served to illustrate a 
fascinating portrait of post-war Europe.

Jaguar-lover and publisher Christoph 
Meier-Siem rediscovered this travel 
journey, and presents it here – newly 
translated, and including an added booklet 
‘What to Drive?’. This collectors’ edition, 
limited to 500 copies, has been numbered 
by hand.

The Porsche Art Book
Christophorus Edition
Edited by Edwin Baaske

Artists around the world are fascinated 
by the Porsche brand. They create works 
of art that achieve five- and six-figure 
prices at auctions. 

For the most part, the artists approach 
the object and its forms in a classical way, 
in oil or acrylic. Increasingly though, these 
artists are also designing contemporary 
digital art. The artists hail from all over 
the world – from urban and multi-cultural 
New York to the Scottish highlands, and 
the North German Plain. What all the 
artists have in common is that they use 
the charisma of the Porsche lines and 
curves to put it into a new context. 

Curated by the renowned painter and 
performance artist Uli Hack, the book 
shows a kaleidoscope of contemporary 
Porsche art. 

Landy Love
Since 1948
Nadja Kneissler

On 29th January 2016 the last Land 
Rover Defender left the factory halls in 
Solihull (UK) – a Defender 90 Soft Top 
with heritage outfit – and went directly 
to the Jaguar Land Rover Collection 
exhibition. With this, a great story of 
success ended: the most original of all 
Land Rover models had been in mass 
production for 68 years. In 1948 it was 
developed for agricultural use, but the 
robustness of the all-wheel drive vehicle 
got round quickly. The demand never 
decreased and there were always new 
versions and engines. Today, 75 percent 
of all ‘Landies’ ever built are still in use 
worldwide. 

This declaration of love for the British 
classic presents portraits of all Land Rover 
generations and of their most passionate 
owners.

9783667113856
Delius Klasing Verlag
5.75 x 9.25in.
148pp., 9 col., 70 b.&w.
Available
$135.00/CDN$182.00
Hardcover, non-returnable

9783667114051
Delius Klasing Verlag
11.5 x 13.25in.
248pp., 205 col.
December 2018
$155.00/CDN$209.50
Hardcover
English, German

9783667115225
Delius Klasing Verlag
11.75 x 11.75in.
240pp., 205 col.
December 2018
$130.00/CDN$175.50
Hardcover

The first multi-disciplinary analysis of Shah Jahan and his 
predecessor Jahangir, this collection of essays focuses 
on one of the least studied periods of Mughal history, 
the reign of Shah Jahan.

Gives a sense of the emergent research in the arts of 
the Deccani sultanates. An important feature of the 
essays is the emphasis on synaesthesia: where a history 
of art encompasses experiences that are beautiful not 
just to the eye, but to the ear and the nose. 
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9783667114570
Delius Klasing Verlag
6 x 8.75in.
208pp., 60 col.
May 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Flexibind

Karl Ludvigsen’s Fast Friends
Stars and Heroes in the World of Cars
Karl E. Ludvigsen

Automotive journalist Karl Ludvigsen, born in 1934 in the USA and one of the 
greats in automobile history, opens his archives in this book. In more than 50 years 
as a motor journalist, author, and an automobile historian, he has accumulated a 
comprehensive knowledge of his subject, and has met all the prominent figures of the 
automobile’s golden age. 

In this book we meet Stirling Moss, Jackie Stewart, Juan Manuel Fangio, Bruce McLaren, 
Emerson Fittipaldi, Dan Gurney and many more. A look in ‘Ludvigsen’s rear-view 
mirror’ takes us back to a time when cars definitely had combustion engines, when 
motor races were life and death struggles, and ground breaking successes were made 
in the fields of safety, design and technology.

9783768826730
Delius Klasing Verlag
9 x 11in.
368pp., 576 col., 420 b.&w.
Available
$39.99/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Four Rings
The Audi Story
Audi

Four Rings: The Audi Story presents the history of Audi comprehensively and in a 
stimulating, highly informative manner, and includes company and product history 
data. The reader will be taken on a journey through a century of modern history 
and will experience the profound economic changes that occurred during this 
period. More than a thousand illustrations bear witness to the developments 
during this exciting period, and there are tables that round off the factual 
information provided and give the book the character of a work of reference.

The story of Audi told through 1000 
illustrations and fascinating text.

A look into the archives of automotive 
journalist Karl Ludvigsen.

911 LoveRS
Jürgen Lewandowski and 
WAFT

Porsche’s sporting elite - the 911 R - 
more performance, less weight. 

As the first comprehensive homage to 
the R and RS models, this is a must-have 
for all Porsche 911 lovers. 

The story begins 50 years ago, when the 
first Porsche 911 R achieved five new 
long-distance world records in Monza; 
and goes on to the latest 911 R – a car 
that is aware of its history, with racing 
stripes, houndstooth bucket seats, manual 
gear change, and a free-revving naturally 
aspirated engine. In between the first and 
the latest lie 50 years, numerous models, 
and a legion of fans.

Amarok Adventure 
Guide
Off-road in Europe
Lia Perenboom & Christian 
Schlüter

Whether it’s a tunnel inside a mountain 
in Bulgaria or a desert in the East of 
Germany: Europe offers exciting off-road 
tracks for adventurers in many different 
countries. The Amarok Adventure Guide 
presents some of the most beautiful 
landscapes along these routes. A 
professional team made up of the author, 
a photographer, a videographer and a 
professional off-road driver took a trip 
through 16 European countries. Their 
vehicle: the new Volkswagen Amarok. The 
results of this amazing tour can be seen in 
this book and watched on the Internet.

This book provides useful information 
about the visited locations, excels in 
technical knowledge about the new 
Amarok and invites the reader to drive 
along the paths mentioned in this book. 

Formula E
The Story

Electric and electrifying: Formula E is 
reinventing motor sport. Things here 
aren’t calm and quiet – even if the 
race cars competing in the world’s first 
e-racing series serve up a unique low-
decibel sound. They are more reminiscent 
of Star Wars or other futuristic sci-fi 
analogies. Fans of traditional motor 
sport are engaged in hefty debate. But 
the thrilling racing series established by 
charismatic pioneer Alejandro Agag is 
winning over cities around the world 
and the hearts of entirely new audiences 
through breath taking technology, exciting 
sport, family-friendly entertainment, and 
famous names. 

After four seasons with the first 
generation of vehicles, the pioneering 
years of Formula E are drawing to a close 
– four seasons with 45 riveting races, epic 
face-off, technological advances, lifestyle 
events and building bridges with people 
from across the globe.

9783667114969
Delius Klasing Verlag
11.5 x 11.5in.
252pp., 160 col.
Available
$135.00/CDN$182.50
Hardcover

9783667115256
Delius Klasing Verlag
8.25 x 11in.
240pp., 244 col.
December 2018
$20.00/CDN$27.00
Paperback

9783667115355
Delius Klasing Verlag
11.5 x 14.5in.
304pp., 222 col., 75 b.&w.
January 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover
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Arms & Armour Of 
India, Nepal & Sri 
Lanka
Types, Decoration and 
Symbolism
Ravinder Reddy

Arms & Armour of India, Nepal & Sri Lanka 
is a very visually driven and broad-based 
introduction to the unique world of 
arms and armor of the Indian region, 
encompassing India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri 
Lanka, areas with strong martial traditions. 
It provides an overview of types of arms 
and armor, the geographical and historical 
context, their decoration and methods of 
adornment, as well as the iconographic 
and religious symbology. A unique 
and valuable feature of the book is an 
illustrated glossary.

Crafts
Today’s Anthology for 
Tomorrow’s Crafts
Fabien Petiot, Chloé 
Braunstein-Kriegel

This exceptional anthology, which 
proposes a panorama of the evolution 
of crafts from 1945 to the present day, 
brings together a selection of over 70 
texts from five continents. 

Calling on a huge network of experts, 
writers, critics, academics, journalists 
and artists, whose articles have been 
published in reviews such as Crafts 
Magazine, The Journal of Modern Art and 
The Journal of Design History, the authors 
present a diversity of viewpoints that 
permit the reader to go into depth on 
all the aspects of this multiform subject: 
the relationship between crafts and the 
many creation fields such as design and 
architecture, and the place of know-how 
in today’s society.

A Millennium of 
Monochromes
From the Great 
Tang to the High 
Qing. The Baur and 
the Zhuyuetang 
Collections
Peter Y.K. Lam, Monique Crick,  
Laure Schwartz-Arenales

China is renowned for its long tradition 
of ceramic production, from its terracotta 
and stoneware works in ancient times 
to the imperial porcelain manufactured 
at Jingdezhen from the end of the 
fourteenth century. Now two hundred 
masterpieces from prominent private 
collections around the world have been 
brought together for the first time 
in this new book: a key reference on 
Chinese monochrome ceramics for all 
lovers of the subject, as well as students, 
researchers and connoisseurs. 

9781898113850
Hali Publications
8.25 x 9.75in.
386pp., 668 col., 34 b.&w.
December 2018
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

9782376660071
Editions Norma
5.5 x 8.25in.
434pp.
December 2018
$80.00/CDN$108.00
Hardcover

9788874398386
5 Continents Editions
8.25 x 10.5in.
400pp., 240 col.
January 2019
$100.00/CDN$135.00
Hardcover, English, French, Chinese

The Fabergé Museum
Director’s Choice
Vladimir Voronchenko

Housed in the stunning Shuvalov Palace 
in the heart of historic St Petersburg, the 
Fabergé Museum opened in 2013 and is 
now home to over 4,000 works by the 
famous Imperial Russian jewelry firm. 
The most valuable are the nine Imperial 
Easter Eggs created by Carl Fabergé for 
the last two Russian emperors, Alexander 
III and Nicholas II, but the museum is also 
a treasure trove of objects of fantasy 
of all kinds, small goods, silverware, 
and the interior and religious objects. 
The collection also includes works by 
Fabergé’s contemporaries, including 
famous Russian jewelers and silversmiths 
such as Sazikov, Ovchinnikov, Khlebnikov 
and Rückert.

Scottish Wemyss Ware 
1882-1930
The George Bellamy 
Collection
George Bellamy

Wemyss Ware is an evocative name 
to anyone with an interest in pottery. 
Produced in Kirkcaldy, Scotland, from 
1882 to 1930 (and in Bovey Tracy, 
England, 1930-1952), Wemyss Ware has 
an illustrious history. From the Wemyss 
family, the patrons of this pottery line; to 
the Queen Mother and Prince Charles, 
Wemyss Ware has caught the eye of 
many individuals of note. Among these 
was George Bellamy, now a legendary 
collector of Scottish Wemyss, who has 
been seeking out his pieces since 1976.

A treasure trove of Wemyss Ware, this 
book catalogues a collection lovingly 
compiled over decades. 

300 Years of the 
Vienna Porcelain 
Manufactory
Edited by Christoph Thun-
Hohenstein & Rainald Franz 

In 2018 the Vienna Porcelain Manufactory 
celebrates its 300th anniversary.  Having 
obtained the charter to produce 
porcelain in 1718, it is considered the 
second oldest porcelain manufactory in 
Europe after Meissen.

With numerous illustrations of leading 
pieces from the Viennese MAK – Austrian 
Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary 
Art’s collection and international loans, 
the catalogue attests to the significance 
that Viennese porcelain has enjoyed as 
an outstanding cultural achievement of 
Austria since the Baroque era.

9781785512223
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
6.5 x 7.5in.
96pp., 45 col.
March 2019
$22.50/CDN$30.50
Hardcover

9781788840170
ACC Art Books
8.75 x 11.5in.
224pp., 450 col.
April 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

9783897905306
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9 x 12in.
272pp., 365 col.
Available
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English, German
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9783897905436
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9.5 x 11.5in.
544pp., 879 col.
December 2018
$95.00/CDN$128.50
Hardcover, English, German

Vessel/Sculpture 3
German and International Ceramics since 
1946
Edited by Olaf Thormann for the GRASSI Museum of 
Applied Arts Leipzig

This third volume of Vessel / Sculpture. German and International Ceramics since 
1946 continues the series, against a backdrop of a renewed and extensive 
increase of modern studio ceramics in the museum’s collection. As in the 
previous publications, the objects in the book enter into aesthetic dialogues, 
thus facilitating interesting perspectives in the development of artistic ceramics 
up to the present day. 

Its multitude of current artists’ biographies and illustrations of makers’ marks 
make this a highly recommendable reference work.

9789462621848
Waanders & de Kunst
9.5 x 11.75in.
160pp., 100 col.
Available
$29.95/CDN$40.50
Hardcover, English, Dutch

Made in Holland
The Global Success of Dutch Ceramics
Edited by Karin Gaillard

Initially an imitation of Chinese porcelain, Dutch delftware became in the 17th 
century a popular export product in its own right. Petrus Regout brought English 
specialists to Maastricht to help him imitate the popular British creamware with 
its transfer-printed designs. From the mid-19th century, he was one of the greatest 
producers, serving a global market. Around 1900, Dutch designers developed their 
own variant of international Art Nouveau. 

In today’s Dutch Design, the marriage of traditional craft skills to the potential of 
new industrial technology generates inventive and playful designs. Products travel 
the world, but so do the designers and their conceptual approach. Made in Holland 
shows how the Netherlands has become a world player in the ceramics field. 

Made in Holland leads you from the 
famous Delft, past the colorful Maastricht 
pottery and the flamboyant Art Nouveau, 
to the latest Dutch Design creations. 

The ceramic objects provide interesting 
perspectives in the development of artistic 
ceramics up to the present day. Artists’ 
biographies and illustrations of makers’ marks 
make this a reference work.  

Watches
An Identification 
Manual for 
Contemporary and 
Collector’s Pieces
Fabrice Gueroux

Buying a previously owned watch can 
be a risky purchase. Fake watches are 
legion on the internet and unscrupulous 
vendors are increasingly using this market 
place to sell their fraudulent products. 

How to tell a true watch from a fake? 
That is exactly what you will discover 
in this volume covering the main luxury 
watch brands, and above all providing 
specific documentation on the counterfeit 
market – which is constantly evolving and 
perpetually on the lookout for the perfect 
fake watch. Enhanced knowledge of 
watchmaking and its flagship brands along 
with an understanding of the fake market 
will help you make the right decisions 
when buying a watch. 

Chronomaster Only
The Super-
Chronograph by 
Nivada & Croton
Grégoire Rossier & Anthony 
Marquié

Created in 1961, The Chronomaster 
Aviator Sea Diver was produced for 
around ten years under several brand 
names, through a partnership between 
the Swiss company NIVADA SA and the 
American firm CROTON WATCH CO. 

Thanks to the authors’ trademark 
rigorous methodology, the signature of 
the ‘ONLY’ reference works, this book 
reveals the incredible diversity of the 
Chronomaster models. It is intended 
both as an initiation for connoisseurs of 
exceptional watches and as a reference 
guide for collectors. This legendary watch 
will doubtless thus regain the place it 
deserves among the most desirable 
1960s chronographs.  

The Magic of Watches
A Smart Introduction 
to Fine Watchmaking
Louis Nardin 

What is a beautiful watch? How do 
you make a good choice? The Magic of 
Watches explains how and why these 
little objects are so precious, fascinating 
and exciting. The book presents 
paradoxes: why a one-million-dollar watch 
might be less precise and more fragile 
than one that costs 15 dollars. It comes 
back to the origins of the measurement 
of time: how did we go from the water 
clock to the wristwatch? The book goes 
on to technique: how does a mechanical 
movement work? How does a quartz 
one work?; delves into details: what is a 
‘complication’ and when do we speak 
about ‘chronometer’?; showcases art: how 
do we enamel a dial? 

The Magic of Watches is unique: it focuses 
in detail on the basics in order to 
understand and love watches better.

9782940506248
Watchprint.com
8 x 11in.
300pp., 350 col.
December 2018
$59.00/CDN$80.00
Hardcover

9782940506255
Watchprint.com
10.25 x 12.5in.
300pp., 
December 2018
$125.00/CDN$169.00
Hardcover, non-returnable

9782940506293
Watchprint.com
5.5 x 8.25in.
232pp., 
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover
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9781851499205
ACC Art Books
7.75 x 9.5in.
144pp., 101 col., 10 b.&w.
Available
$49.95/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9783897905245
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
7.75 x 11in.
160pp., 150 col.
December 2018
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover, English, Italian

Barron & Larcher Textile Designers
Michal Silver & Sarah Burns

During the 1920s and 1930s, Phyllis Barron (1890-1964) and Dorothy Larcher 
(1882-1952) were at the forefront of a revival in hand block-printing in Britain. 
As designer-makers they formed a unique partnership, producing innovative 
textiles and seeing the entire process through from beginning to end. Using 
whatever materials they could muster, and pushing the boundaries of what 
could be achieved with predominantly natural dyes, these two remarkable 
women ran a successful business that lasted from 1923 until the outbreak of 
World War II. 

Nearly one hundred years on, another special collaboration between the Craft 
Studies Centre in Farnham, Christopher Farr Cloth and Ivo Prints, has brought 
a selection of Barron and Larcher’s work back into production. The warm 
welcome they have received across the globe is a testament to the timeless 
quality of great design. 

Annamaria Zanella
The Poetry of Material / La Poesia della 
Materia
Jorunn Veiteberg et al

Inspired by the Arte Povera movement, the Italian jewelry artist Annamaria 
Zanella (b. 1966) uses base materials, which only gain meaning through their 
context. She studied the history of colors and their production, especially that 
of her unmistakable blue. She produced a blue pigment according to a recipe 
from the fourteenth century, invoking in its modern use pioneering artists such 
as Giotto, Wassily Kandinsky and Yves Klein. 

A portrait of an eminent jewelry artist and her unique creations!.

9782903824990
ACC Art Books
9.5 x 11in.
608pp., 1250 col., 250 b.&w.
Available
$195.00/CDN$263.00
Hardcover

9783897905320
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
8.25 x 11in.
96pp., 131 col.
December 2018
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover, English, German

Paris Furniture
The Luxury Market of the 19th Century
Christopher Payne

Despite the upheavals of the first decades of the nineteenth century, Paris 
soon recovered its position as a leading center for furniture and design in 
Europe, a position that was to grow and strengthen as the century progressed. 
Encouraged by royal and imperial regimes, exhibited at the great international 
fairs, and collected by international aristocrats, bankers and newly wealthy 
industrialists, Paris furniture by the second half of the century had once again 
become synonymous with luxury and exquisite craftsmanship.

Gisbert Stach
Jewellery and Experiment
Pravu Mazumdar, Corinna Rösner & Bernhart Schwenk

Gisbert Stach’s (b. 1963) monograph Jewellery and Experiment presents 
a multifaceted opus from twenty-five years of gold- and silversmithing. In 
his oeuvre the primarily conceptual artist combines jewelry with video, 
photography and performance. One focus of his work deals with processes 
of transformation and experiment – pieces disappear through chemical 
dissolution, and form is determined by agencies of growth in nature. 

Stach works with means of alienation and irritation. Ground amber serves as 
pigment, which he works into jewelry pieces in the form of fish fingers, sliced 
bread or schnitzel. A further characteristic of his work is the performative act, 
for example when brooches are pelted with knives.

Barron and Larcher were pioneering textile 
designer-makers in the 1920s and ‘30s. This book 
showcases their hand-crafted textiles and tells the 
remarkable story of their life as block-printers.  

This new monograph about jewelry artist 
Annamaria Zanella shows many hitherto 
unpublished works.

At the core of this book is a survey of over one hundred 
Paris-based firms, amongst which Sormani, Baguès, 
Barbedienne, Christofle, Lièvre, Viardot, Dasson, 
Grohé, Sauvrezy, Fourdinois, Beurdeley and Linke.

Gisbert Stach’s first monograph on twenty-five years 
of experimental jewelry work.
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Rugs and Flatweaves 
from East Azarbaijan 
and the Transcaucasus
The Raoul E Tschebull 
Collection
Raoul E. Tschebull, 
photography by Don Tuttle

This book features the collector/
author’s well-informed views about a 
careful selection of mainly 19th century 
knotted pile carpets and flatwoven 
covers in various techniques from his 
own extensive collection, which has been 
built up over a period of more than five 
decades. 

Weavings of Nomads 
in Iran
Warp-faced Bands and 
Related Textiles
Fred Mushkat, Lois Beck, Peter 
Andrews & John Wertime

There is a rich tradition of hand-woven 
bands made by the nomadic pastoralists 
of Iran. Among Qashqa’i tribal weavers in 
particular, the warp-faced bands used to 
attach loads to pack animals were a key 
symbol of their nomadic life. These bands 
carry a large repository of motifs that may 
be a source of archaic design elements. 
Bands illustrate a connection between and 
among groups of nomadic pastoralists, as 
great distances may have separated their 
ancestors for hundreds of years. Although 
the overwhelming majority of weavers 
were illiterate, they possessed a different 
form of literacy in which they were capable 
of transferring an image into a woven 
structure. This is the first book devoted 
exclusively to these weavings. 

Abstract Camouflage 
Textures 1
Vincenzo Sguera

Camouflage is currently having a fashion 
comeback, with pieces in the current 
Victoria Beckham and Michael Kors 
collections.  This book of 200 royalty-free 
patterns offers creative, abstract modular 
vector designs inspired by camouflage 
style.  

The irony of camouflage in fashion is 
that camouflage’s original purpose is to 
conceal and blend into the background, 
while fashion is all about being seen, 
expressing personality, and making an 
impression.  While the army and hunters 
use it to hide, in fashion it embodies the 
spirit of adventure and the outdoors. 

These all-new designs have been created 
to produce the effect of camouflage with 
fresh and creative downloadable patterns. 

9781898113614
Hali Publications
10.25 x 13.75in.
224pp., 150 col.
June 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

9781898113805
Hali Publications
10 x 14in.
420pp., 200 col., 10 b.&w.
April 2019
$95.00/CDN$128.50
Hardcover

9788888766461
Arkivia Books
9.5 x 12in.
144pp., 200 col.
February 2019, $155.00/CDN$209.00
Hardcover, free DVD, 45% professional discount, 
non-returnable

9783897905337
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
9.5 x 11.75in.
304pp., 220 col.
December 2018
$95.00/CDN$128.50
Hardcover, non-returnable, German

Historische Spitzen
Die Leopold-Ilké-Sammlung im 
Textilmuseum St. Gallen
Edited by Textilmuseum St. Gallen, Iklé Frischknecht 
Stiftung

Leopold Iklé (1838–1922) exported lace to England, France and the United 
States, among other places, at a time when St. Gallen was the market leader 
in the lace industry.

His collection of handmade bobbin lace and needlepoint from the sixteenth 
to the nineteenth century originally served as inspiration for his firm’s 
designers. But it quickly surpassed the demands of a simple pattern collection 
and in 1904 he donated it to the Textile Museum St. Gallen. 

9783897905399
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
4.75 x 8.5in.
184pp., 50 col.
February 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Paperback

ThinkingJewellery 2
Edited by Wilhelm Lindemann & Theo Smeets

Alongside artistically experimental aspects of education, the ThinkingJewellery 
‘trademark’ stands as a contextual leitmotif throughout the gemstones and 
jewelry study programme at Trier University/Idar-Oberstein campus. The aims of 
ThinkingJewellery comprise scientifically oriented research as well as discourse on the 
historical and societal interconnection of jewelry. Highlights are the ThinkingJewellery 
symposia, which are now accompanied by a series of periodicals. The new series 
discusses contributions to a contemporary theory of jewelry beyond disciplinary 
boundaries or typical categories.

The first publication on the collection of Leopold 
Iklé presenting handmade lace from over 400 years.

Comprises scientific research as well as discourse on 
the historical and societal interconnection of jewelry. 
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9783897905412
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
8 x 11in.
240pp., 250 col.
April 2019,
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover, English, German

9789881998538
Artpower International Publishing
8.5 x 11.25in.
232pp., 400 col.
February 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Handmade in Germany
Manufactory 4.0
Edited by Pascal Johanssen

Manufacturers from Germany enjoy a worldwide reputation. Whether 
porcelain, watches, organs or writing implements, the origin of artisanal 
craftsmanship lies in the immaterial cultural heritage of traditional handicrafts 
training in central Europe. 

Globally networked businesses arise that are oriented towards a human 
dimension and mindful of sustainable production. Handmade in Germany 
provides an insight into the practice and future concepts of the most 
significant German manufacturers.

Wine Cellar Design
A Crash Course to Thoroughly  
Understand It
Edited by Wang Chen

Every serious wine connoisseur dreams of building a wine cellar to house 
their precious collections. With so many factors to take into account – 
location, interior design, lighting, temperature control, storage – it’s not as 
simple as one would think.

Wine Cellar Design offers a comprehensive crash course in how to design and 
build your own cellar, going over all the factors that affect the function of the 
cellar, as well as the basic design principles. 

Interviews with design professionals round out the book. 

9789881998514
Artpower International Publishing
8.5 x 11.25in.
240pp., 400 col.
February 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9789881998569
Artpower International Publishing
7.25 x 10.25in.
320pp., 400 col.
February 2019
$80.00/CDN$108.00
Hardcover

The Art of Illustration in Packaging
Edited by Huang Lei

What is a good packaging design? It must accurately convey information 
about the product through a combination of graphics, colors and text, and 
highlight any outstanding characteristics of the product. 

The Art of Illustration in Packaging focuses on illustration and how it’s 
employed on packaging to make it fun and distinctive. A large number of 
creative works are collected here, and presented with a combination of 
photos and drawings.

Contemporary Stage Design
Impressive Art of Stage
Edited by Wang Chen

Stage design is an important and indispensable part of stage performance, 
and includes scenery, lightning, make-up, costume, effects, props and so on. 

This book summarizes the basic structures and rules of stage design, and 
conducts in-depth analyzes of a large number of projects from around the 
world.

Presents the best manufacturers in their fields 
and proves why the label ‘Made in Germany’ is 
still sought after worldwide.

A comprehensive overview of the best wine 
cellar design. Includes examples of commercial 
wine cellars, private cellars, and wine cabinets.

Collects outstanding examples of 
how illustration is used to enhance 
packaging design.

This book summarizes the basic structures and rules 
of stage design, and conducts in-depth analysis of a 
large number of projects from around the world. 
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9781864708172
The Images Publishing Group
7.5 x 9.75in.
272pp., 420 col.
February 2019
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Flexibind

Creative Souvenirs
Merchandise for Visitor Attractions
Zhu Yue & Yang Meng

Creative tourism products are one of the important elements of publicising 
and tapping into local tourism resources. Tourist destinations all over the 
world attach great importance to the development of local tourism products. 
Through souvenirs, tourists can know more about the local architecture, 
culture, and customs. This book focuses on designs for various tourist souvenirs 
around the world. The items included in the book are different from common 
tourist products in the market. They represent what souvenirs can be when 
creativity is applied.

9782376660194
Editions Norma
9 x 12in.
208pp., 150 col., 80 b.&w.
December 2018
$70.00/CDN$94.50
Hardcover, English, French

Michel Buffet
Guillemette Delaporte, with Preface by Alain Fleischer

Michel Buffet is known as a pioneer in the mid-century industrial design 
movement in France. His work embodies the aesthetics of the ‘Thirty Glorious 
Years’ of French design from 1945 to 1975, which he expressed elegantly in his 
signature shapes and colors. 

His transportation projects include design work for planes (the Dessault 
Group Falcon and the Concorde) and trains, for the Caracas metro, the Hong 
Kong subway, the Channel Tunnel, Shell International service stations, and the 
French Navy. In the realm of furniture, he notably designed a modular kitchen, 
DF 2000, hailed by the Italian review Domus. His lighting fixtures from the 
1950s – including the floor lamp B211 and wall sconce B206 – were initially 
issued by Luminalite, and have become popular classics, which have been 
reissued by the company Lignes de démarcation.

Showcases creative tourist souvenirs that 
capture a region’s history and culture.

First monograph on Michel Buffet, industrial 
designer, who worked alongside Raymond 
Loewy and shaped a new aesthetic in the ‘50s, 
‘60s and ‘70s. 

Emerging Practices
Designing in 
Complexity
Edited by Jin Ma, Yongqi Lou 
& Yubei Gong

In 2009, the College of Design and 
Innovation, Tongji University was 
established. 
  
Every autumn since 2012, the Tongji 
Unversity College of Design and 
Innovation has organized a small design 
research and education conference 
titled ‘Emerging Practices’. The Emerging 
Practices Conference (EPC) witnesses 
the developing trajectory of design as 
a discipline in a Chinese design school 
that is grounded in thinking and practice 
addressing local issues and is in the 
meanwhile actively connected globally.

The Beauty of 
Structure in Packaging 
Design
Edited by Huang Lei

Forming the basis for packaging design, 
packaging structure is an indispensable 
factor in the process. Its quality directly 
affects the efficacy of the product. 

This book presents the beauty and 
intricacy of packaging structure. It 
organizes creative packaging works 
according to the package’s shape and 
material. Commonly used structures and 
a detailed introduction of the geometric 
elements (points, lines and plane) further 
enhance each project.  

Japanese Style 
Typeface Design and 
Applications
A Reference from 
Japanese Masters
Li Aihong

Japanese-style typeface is not only 
used to express ideas in daily life, but 
also becomes an important part in 
commercial design. This book is the 
collection of classic and ingenious works, 
which are both artistic and practical. 
It can also be seen as a reference that 
can inspire readers and improve their 
aesthetic value and design competence.

9787560878751
Tongji University Press
6.75 x 9.5in.
284pp., 62 col., 118 b.&w.
December 2018
$25.95/CDN$34.95
Paperback

9789881998576
Artpower International Publishing
8.5 x 11.25in.
280pp., 400 col.
February 2019
$38.00/CDN$51.50
Hardcover

9789881998590
Artpower International Publishing
8.5 x 11.25in.
232pp., 
January 2019
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover
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9789401454315
Lannoo Publishers
7.25 x 9.5in.
240pp., 180 col., 30 b.&w.
April 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

City Shapers London
The Creative People Shaping the City
Senta Slingerland

London is a free haven for creative people and breathes innovation. This book 
features interviews with 25 creative visionaries who have recently changed 
the way Londoners eat, drink, dress, go out, stay in, and play sports. Get to 
know the man who got the Jewish gay scene dancing proudly (Josh Cole), the 
woman who elevated the zero waste trend to a higher level (Ingrid Caldironi), 
the man who brought together architecture, furniture and industrial design in 
an unprecedented way (Asif Khan), among others. All of them are passionate 
people with a love for the city and the talent to inspire. The perfect book 
for those who want to change the rules of the game or want to learn from 
influencers who have succeeded in doing it.

9789401455909
Lannoo Publishers
8 x 10.5in.
312pp., 120 col., 40 b.&w.
February 2019
$39.95/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

Micro-factories
The new rules for operating creative 
businesses successfully
Masa & Jon Kleinhample

The twenty-three companies profiled in this book consistently 
prioritize craft, traditional techniques and natural materials. To monitor 
quality standards, they closely follow every step in the production and 
communication process. They reach out to their customers to create strong 
communities at multiple levels, including physically, digitally, and globally. They 
are on the forefront of a new industrial revolution: that of the creative and 
successful micro-business.

25 interviews with creative and influential 
Londoners that offer insight into the city’s most 
innovative and visionary businesses.

This book examines twenty-three companies on the 
forefront of the micro-business revolution. These 
thoughtful company profiles and personal observations 
both educate and inspire. 

International 
Yearbook 
Communication Design 
18/19
Peter Zec

The International Yearbook Communication 
Design shows powerful communication-
centered works and projects by design 
studios and companies focused on 
communication campaigns. Volume 1 
contains projects from the more classical 
categories such as corporate design, 
annual reports, advertising, magazines, 
packaging and typography. Volume 2 is 
dedicated to the digital and multimedia 
disciplines, including e-commerce, spots 
and image films, websites, apps, computer 
games as well as interface and sound 
design. The creative brains behind the 
best product ideas are the winners of 
the honorary titles, ‘Red Dot: Agency of 
the Year’ and ‘Red Dot: Brand of the Year’, 
and are given a special place in the design 
yearbook. 

The Form of Success - 
Design as a Corporate 
Strategy
Peter Zec

The Form of Success takes account of the 
social and economic changes of recent 
years and provides companies with an 
up-to-date guideline that explains how 
they can achieve success with the help of 
design. The book highlights the important 
role that design can play not only in 
product development, but also for the 
strategic orientation of an organization – 
both in business management, as well as 
in company and product communication. 
The author furthermore offers numerous 
best-practice examples to illustrate how 
well-known companies have used design 
in the past in order to be successful in the 
market.

The Form of Simplicity
Good Design for a 
Better Quality of Life
Peter Zec & Burkhard Jacob 

Behind the underlying principle of 
simplicity, which has been reflected in 
the development of design since the 
era of industrialization, lies the work of 
designers and architects who endeavor 
through their ideas and designs to reduce 
the complexity of things, to simplify them 
from a technical or design perspective or 
to fundamentally redesign them, resulting 
in simpler use, improved functioning and 
a better quality of life. 

As a result, the publication focuses on 
phenomena such as the simplicity of 
forms and functions, the simplicity of use 
or the diversity and quality of simplicity. 
It is not the intention of the publication 
to provide an exhaustive presentation of 
historical products as originals, prototypes 
of design classics or design history.

9783899392081
Red Dot
9.5 x 11.75in.
1200pp., 3000 col.
January 2019
$70.00/CDN$94.50
2 vols, Hardcover

9783899392098
Red Dot
5.5 x 9in.
144pp., 200 col.
January 2019
$23.00/CDN$31.00
Paperback

9783899392104
Red Dot
8.25 x 11.75in.
207pp., 200 col.
January 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Paperback, English, Chinese
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9789401458016
Lannoo Publishers
8.75 x 11.5in.
320pp., 230 col., 40 b.&w.
March 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

Shoes
Footprint: The Legacy of the World’s Most 
Famous Designers
Geert Bruloot, Hettie Judah & Dodi Espinosa

Shoes are a hot topic and are regularly discussed in various magazines and 
books. However, only few have access to the absolute top designers and initial 
founders of contemporary shoe design. Geert Bruloot provides a unique 
look behind the scenes by means of exclusive interviews with, among others, 
Tom Ford, Martin Margiela, Roger Vivier, Salvatore Ferragamo, Manolo Blahnik, 
Martin Margiela, Dirk Bikkembergs, Kumagai, Romeo Gigli, Helmut Lang, 
Patrick Cox, Balenciaga, Prada, Tabitha Simmons, Veronique Branquinho, Dries 
Van Noten, Yves-Saint Laurent, Dior, Nicholas Kirkwood, Gucci, Jill Sander, Raf 
Simons and many others. A must have for every fashionista with footage that 
has never been published before, as well as new photo shoots. First published 
in 2015 as Footprint, now available at a lower price, with a new cover.

9789462621794
Waanders & de Kunst
9.5 x 11.75in.
160pp., 120 col.
Available
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

Jan Taminiau

Jan Taminiau (1975) is known for his use of the traditional – traditional 
handicrafts and production techniques, unique original materials and fabric 
treatments, in addition to his love of aesthetics. Partly because of this he 
received the Grand Seigneur in 2014, the most important Dutch fashion award. 
On 30 April 2013 Queen Máxima wore a gown and cape by Taminiau during 
the inauguration of her husband in the Nieuwe Kerk.

Taminiau combines the classic and feminine with the conceptual and 
experimental. Because of this, shortly after the foundation of his label 
JANTAMINIAU in 2004 he became popular with clients all over the world.

In this publication the richness and depth of Taminiau’s work is shown on the 
basis of dozens of masterpieces. The garments are central. Be a witness in the 
world of research, memories, inspiration, experiment and craftsmanship. 

9786164510104
River Books
6.75 x 9.5in.
102pp., 
February 2019
$18.00/CDN$24.50
Paperback

Rabbit Cloud and The Rainmakers
Gee Thomson with illustrations by Kate Baylay

Rabbit Cloud and the Rainmakers is an endearing folktale brought to life in the 
21st century.  An engaging quest on one level, it introduces themes of social 
responsibility and environmental issues.

9786164510135
River Books
6 x 8.25in.
206pp., 
February 2019
$16.00/CDN$21.50
Paperback

The Blind Earthworm in the Labyrinth
Veeraporn Nitiprapha translated by Kong Rithdee

On the day Chareeya is born, her mother discovers her father has been 
having an affair with a traditional Thai dancer. From that moment, Chareeya’s 
life is fated to carry the weight of her parents’ disappointment. With her sister, 
Chalika, she grows up in an insular world, until joined by the laconic orphan, 
Pran, and together they navigate the labyrinth of their own making, each trying 
to escape their fate.  

The top names in modern shoe design tell their 
personal stories and show their revolutionary 
designs. First published in 2015, now available at a 
lower price and with a new cover.

Jan Taminiau (1975, Goirle, the Netherlands) 
is one of the leading fashion designers in the 
Netherlands.  This book chronicles the depth of 
his work, focusing on dozens of his masterpieces.

Magical children’s tale of one boy’s quest to search for 
water to save his village and his grandmother’s potted 
plant. An epic adventure tale with beautiful illustrations 
by established artist Kate Baylay.

Tuned to the rhythms of the soap operas that air on Thai 
television each night and written with the consuming 
intensity of a fever dream, this novel opens an insighful 
and truly compelling window into the Thai heart.
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9789058565983
Stichting Kunstboek
9.5 x 11.75in.
224pp., 200 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover

Techniques for Floral Beauty
Tomas De Bruyne, Photography by COHIM, Lauro 
Bautista, Michèle Francken, Sakia Haché, VDimage

Trendsetter, globetrotter, entrepreneur, influencer, aesthete... Tomas De Bruyne 
is without a doubt one of today’s most talented floral designers.  Techniques for 
Floral Beauty gives us a kaleidoscopic view of the designer’s internal kitchen. It 
shows Tomas from his most personal side and offers us a sneak peek in what 
motivates, intrigues and inspires him, what his passions in life are and how he 
makes choices and keeps reinventing himself.  The book is a stunning portrait 
and colorful coffee table book chockfull of sublime beauty, but is at the same 
time a handbook with step by step tutorials for 50 stylish pieces. Three concise 
steps and clear how-to pictures offer the reader or student the guidance they 
need to achieve floral beauty. No less than 150 different floral techniques are 
discussed. Golden tips from the master himself and insider tricks give the book 
the allure of a personal masterclass. 

9789058566065
Stichting Kunstboek
9.5 x 13in.
96pp., 80 col.
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover, English, Japanese

Hideyuki Niwa
Botanical Metamorphosis
Hideyuki Niwa, photography by Kiyokazu Nakajima

Botanical Metamorphosis is Hideyuki Niwa’s second book and focuses on the 
design process that brings out and attracts attention to special features of plants 
and flowers that would otherwise go unnoticed. Hideyuki Niwa tries to capture 
the expression in flower heads, the movement – the ‘breathing’ – of leaves, the 
heart beating in the stems and the will of branches... but in order to bring out 
these characteristics and to enhance the charm of nature, it is necessary to 
‘dismantle’ the original shapes, reconstruct them and awaken their new beauty. 
As always Niwa’s execution of the design and the placement of materials is 
flawless, bordering on perfection.

Also available: Hideyuki Niwa: Japanese Contemporary Floral Art ISBN 
9789058564375

Techniques for Floral Beauty not only illustrates 
what motivates and inspires Tomas De Bruyne’s 
floral art, but also offers step-by-step tutorials for 
fifty sublime pieces.

A collection of Japanese floral designs by young 
floral artist Hideyuki Niwa. 

9783862067039
Verlag Kettler
7.75 x 9.5in.
88pp., 
Available
$35.00/CDN$47.50
Paperback, English, German

Food Revolution 5.0 Part 2
SMB Berlin

Taking its lead from the Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe (Arts and Crafts 
Museum) in Hamburg, the Kunstgewerbemuseum of Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin is now also being converted into an artistic-scientific testing ground. 
In this experimental environment, novel theoretical and practical models for 
the future of our food will be devised and discussed. The exhibition idea from 
Hamburg is not only enlarged in the capital through the addition of new works, 
but the entire conception of the subject is being substantially elaborated upon. 
The ideas and visions introduced in the second volume were developed by 
designers, artists, and scientists who were invited to Berlin in order to define, in 
situ, their own personal understanding of sourcing and consuming foods.  

Also available: Food Revolution 5.0 ISBN 9783862066452

9789881876911
Artpower International Publishing
9.25 x 11.5in.
288pp., 
January 2019
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

Vertical Garden Design
A Comprehensive How-to Guide
Li Aihong

Vertical Garden Design is a complete encyclopedia on the subject, and provides 
guidance on how to design and build these amazing gardens, illustrating the 
three important parts in the process: Impacting Factors, Technical Systems and 
Cases. In the first part, Impacting Factors, the book analyzes the major impact 
factors of vertical garden design, such as climate, construction and safety, 
and offers related professional suggestions. Revolving around the technical 
systems, the second part elaborates on the working principles of two mature 
systems of vertical garden, rigid system and flexible system, and introduces 
the frequently used plants in the garden. The third part displays a collection of 
outstanding vertical garden designs from all over the world.

Food is a social phenomenon: it keeps us alive, 
influences our identity and creates social codes and 
values. Food and food preparation is no longer simply a 
question of sustenance, but of lifestyle as well.

A complete encyclopedia of vertical garden design. 
Includes an interview with Patrick Blanc, the inventor of 
the vertical garden.
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The Iconic Tattooed 
Man of Easter Island
Adrienne L. Kaeppler & Jo 
Anne Van Tilburg

An impressively tattooed but unnamed 
Easter Island (Rapa Nui) man appears 
often in the pages of Pacific Island 
histories and museum catalogs. The 
Swedish ethnographer Dr. Knut Hjalmar 
Stolpe knew him only as Tepano, the 
Tahitian version of the Christian name 
Stephen. But what was his real Rapanui 
identity, and what can his life story tell us 
about the history of Easter Island?

This book reveals his identity, who 
illustrated him, and how he transcended 
the tragic events of 19th-century Rapa 
Nui to become one of the most iconic 
faces of the Polynesian past. The authors 
summarize the history of tattoo as 
practiced by Rapanui artisans, link that 
history to island geography, and present 
rare barkcloth sculptures as a visual 
record of tattoo patterns.

Preserving Vasa
Emma Hocker

The story of Vasa began almost four 
hundred years ago. On 10 August 1628, 
the Vasa, newly-built flagship of the 
Swedish King Gustav II Adolf, set sail in 
Stockholm harbor. Less than an hour 
later, Sweden’s great warship sank to the 
bottom of Stockholm harbor. The great 
ship wasn’t raised from the waters until 
April 1961. 

This book, published in association with 
The Vasa Museum, documents how this 
huge ship survived the forces of decay; 
how the conservators of the 1960s 
approached the task of preserving such 
an enormous volume of waterlogged 
wood; what needs to be done to 
preserve the ship for future generations 
and how the ship is looked after on a 
daily basis.

Hamilton Kerr 
Institute Bulletin 
Number 7, 2018
Lucy Wrapson, Adèle Wright, 
Spike Bucklow, Christine 
Braybrook (eds)

This volume is the seventh in this biennial 
series which presents the recent research 
into the conservation, structure, materials, 
history etc. of paintings by past and 
present staff and students (including early 
career interns) of the Hamilton Kerr 
Institute.

The articles in the 2018 Bulletin focus on 
works of art and painting materials from 
a wide range of dates, collections, private 
owners and social contexts, and are 
ordered roughly chronologically.

9781732495203
Mana Books, from Floating World Editions
8 x 10.25in.
64pp., 21 col., 24 b.&w.
January 2019
$19.95/CDN$26.99
Paperback with flaps

9781909492615
Archtype Publications
8.25 x 10.5in.
204pp., 150 col.
December 2018
$95.00/CDN$128.50
Hardcover,32% professional discount,non-returnable

9781909492660
Archtype Publications
8.25 x 11.75in.
144pp., 150 col., 20 b.&w.
January 2019
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Paperback, professional discount, non-returnable

9783862064526
Verlag Kettler
6.75 x 9.5in.
197pp., 34 col.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Paperback

Everyday Luxuries
Art and Objects in Ottoman 
Constantinople, 1600-1800
Amanda Philips

From patterned silks and porcelains to printed cottons and earthenwares, art 
and commodities flowed through Ottoman Constantinople, eddying around 
artisans, shop-keepers, residents and visitors. Guilds of spoon-makers and 
workers in mother-of-pearl, textile merchants from India and Italy, sellers of 
coffee and ceramics together thronged neighborhoods up and down the 
Bosphorus and along the Golden Horn. 

This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the art and material culture 
of the Ottoman Empire, taking as its premise the key role of every day 
activities.  

9783862064786
 Verlag Kettler
6.75 x 9.5in.
167pp., 48 col., 23 b.&w.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Paperback

Praying for Myriad Virtues
On Ding Guanpeng’s ‘The Buddha 
Preaching’ in the Berlin Collection
Ching-Ling Wang

Ding Guanpeng’s Buddha Preaching, created in 1770, is one of the biggest 
paintings ever made by a Qing dynasty court painter.  In his book, the author 
Ching-Ling Wang, curator of Chinese art at Amsterdam’s Rijksmuseum, 
examines the significance of the painting with fresh eyes. Taking into account 
the latest research, Wang reassesses this piece in terms of its artistic merits and 
its importance in the history of art. He raises questions concerning its function 
and meaning, and investigates the place it holds in the history of culture. In 
addition, this volume looks at the eventful history of the painting, describes 
how it found its way into the collection in Berlin and analyzes its iconography 
and technique.

A comprehensive introduction to the art and 
culture of the Ottoman Empire.

A thorough examination of Ging Guanpeng’s 
Buddha Preaching.
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9782390250739
Lannoo Publishers
9.5 x 11in.
256pp., 160 col., 80 b.&w.
January 2019
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover

9781785511295
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
9 x 10.75in.
160pp., 150 col.
April 2019
$29.95/CDN$39.95
Hardcover

The New Berlin
1912-1932
Michel Draguet, Inga Rossi-Schrimpf, Helmuth Kiesel, 
Burcu Dogramaci, Janina Nentwig, Matthias Schirren, 
Anne Söll, Sabine T. Kriebel, Nicholas Baer

Berlin, a cosmopolitan hotspot and the capital of the first German democracy, 
was synonymous with artistic pluralism during the interwar years. Focusing 
on Berlin as a vibrant cultural metropolis, this book pays special attention to 
the social changes and utopian ideals of the period between 1912 and 1932: 
the New Man, the New Woman, the New Objectivity, the New Building, and 
the New Vision. Through paintings, sculptures, drawings, photographs and films 
by artists such as Otto Ten, Raul Hausmann, Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Kazimir 
Malevich, and Alexander Rodchenko, the key creative minds of this striking 
period come to life. 

Lions of the North
The Percys & Alnwick Castle. A Thousand 
Years of History
Ralph Percy, Duke of Northumberland

From the Norman Conquest to the present day, the story of Alnwick Castle 
and the Percy family has been woven into the fabric of British history. From the 
Norman knights who occupied and first constructed Alnwick Castle, through 
over 700 years of Percy ownership, great events in our history are seen 
through the lives of the barons, lords, earls and dukes who fought in battle and 
parliament to protect their and the nation’s interests. Their involvement in the 
Norman Conquest, the Crusades, Scottish and French wars, various rebellions 
and plots, the Wars of the Roses, the English Civil War, the War of American 
Independence, the Napoleonic Wars, the Crimean War, and the two World 
Wars are documented as well as the architectural, archeological, scientific, 
environmental and artistic heritage that they created and protected.

9789401455855
Lannoo Publishers
9.5 x 11.25in.
256pp., 40 col., 220 b.&w.
Available
$34.95/CDN$47.00
Paperback

9781785511905
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
6 x 9in.
64pp., 90 col.
March 2019
$9.95/CDN$13.50
Paperback

Resist!
The 1960s protests, photography and visual 
legacy
Christine Eyene, Antigoni Memou, Paul Dujardin & Kurt 
De Boodt

In May 1968, students in Paris take to the streets to protest against conservatism 
and moralism. Resist! looks back at that protest, then to the Prague Spring, the 
Vietnam war, the Civil Rights Movement in the United States, and the African 
struggle for independence. The book is a collection of the visual heritage of that 
period and includes some of the most iconic images from that time, making 
it very clear just how the protest movements left their mark on history and 
modern-day visual expression. 

Adirondack Experience
The Museum on Blue Mountain Lake
Edited by Laura Rice

Since 1957, Adirondack Experience has shared stories of the people who 
lived, worked and played in the Adirondacks through their rich collection of 
objects, photographs, books, manuscripts and historical records. Created in 
1892 amid concerns for the water and timber resources of the region, the 
park is the largest publicly protected area in the contiguous United States and 
draws between seven and ten million visitors yearly. This fully illustrated book 
shares the region’s unique history, while celebrating the transformation of the 
Adirondacks from wilderness to mineral and lumber resource to recreation 
getaway.

Explores the urban transformation, social changes, 
and politicized artistic milieu of Berlin between 
1912 and 1932, with work by Ten, Rodchenko, 
Malevich, Kirschner, Grosz, and Hausman. 

A unique and personal perspective on the role 
played by the Percys in Britain’s history, their 
survival against the odds and their 700 years at 
Alnwick Castle. 

The visual heritage of the sixties: 50 years of 
resistance and revolution in images. From May ‘68 
in Paris to the Prague Spring, the Vietnam War, the 
Civil Rights Movement in the United States and the 
African struggle for independence. 

The first book to highlight Adirondack Experience, 
sharing the region’s history through stories of the people 
who lived, worked and played in the Adirondacks.
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Canadian Museum 
for Human Rights, 
Winnipeg
Director’s Tour
John Young

The Canadian Museum for Human 
Rights is the world’s first museum solely 
dedicated to the evolution, celebration 
and future of human rights. It is Canada’s 
first national museum to be built in nearly 
half a century, and the first outside the 
National Capital Region. This Director’s 
Tour is the perfect companion to the 
immersive, interactive experience the 
Museum offers its visitors – Director John 
Young provides an engaging, personal 
guide to the structure, themes and 
philosophy of this unique institution.

50 Treasures from 
Winchester College
Dr Richard Foster

Winchester College was founded in 
1382 and is one of England’s oldest 
schools. Over the past six centuries it 
has accumulated remarkable collections 
of documents, books and works of art. 
This publication includes essays on fifty 
objects from across these collections, 
each written by a member of the school 
community. It features documents and 
artifacts from the early history of the 
College, and outstanding items from its 
important collections of Greek antiquities, 
Chinese ceramics, English silver, and rare 
books. Among the more unusual and 
unexpected objects are a ship model 
made by 18th century prisoners, a 
scrapbook from the Crimean War, and 
perhaps the world’s longest running 
scientific experiment. An introductory 
essay describes how the collections were 
acquired and sets them in the context of 
the school’s history.

Direct
The Story of 
Laithwaites
Tony Laithwaite

Direct Wines, The Sunday Times Wine 
Club, Laithwaites or just Wine People. 
Known by various names over the last 
50 years, Laithwaites is now the top wine 
company in the UK and a leading example 
of a thriving family business turned empire. 

Direct: The Story of Laithwaites is not just 
the remarkable story of a wine company, 
or its wines, but a tale of the people who 
have created its success. Filled with rich 
archive imagery and newly commissioned 
illustrations by David Eldridge, as well as 
anecdotes of Tony’s early years in France, 
this inspirational memoir is perfect to 
enjoy with your favorite bottle of wine. 

9781785512117
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
4.25 x 7.75in.
96pp., 100 col.
March 2019
$9.95/CDN$13.50
Paperback

9781785512209
Scala Arts Publishers Inc. 
9 x 10.75in.
136pp., 100 col.
July 2019
$24.95/CDN$33.95
Paperback

9781788161251
Profile Editions
7.5 x 9.5in.
256pp., 150 col.
May 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Hardcover

9781906257279
Fontanka
8.75 x 11.5in.
208pp., 20 col., 100 b.&w.
March 2019
$30.00/CDN$40.00
Hardcover

Eyewitness 1917
The Russian Revolution as it Happened
Mikhail Zygar 

Eyewitness 1917: The Russian Revolution as it Happened is a month-by-month 
re-telling of Russia’s year of revolutions, consisting entirely of primary sources: 
letters, memoirs, diaries and other documents of the period, accompanied by 
remarkable images, many previously not published. Created by the team behind 
Project 1917, the story is told through several chapters that reveal the ebb 
and flow of events and opinions over the year, from increasing disillusionment 
with the monarchy to revolutionary fervor after the abdication of Nicholas II, 
then the gradual ‘unravelling’ of the Provisional Government, and eventually 
the ‘Great October’ that brought the Bolsheviks to power. There were many 
who thought that Russia’s second revolution would also be short-lived, but it 
was the decisive moment in a year that influenced the entire course of the 
twentieth century, as this book vividly demonstrates.

9789401456678
Lannoo Publishers
8.75 x 10.5in.
128pp., 700 col.
January 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover

At Waregem
The Last Weeks of World War One
Ivan Petrus

When the trainee journalists, Jim and Sophia, are given a new assignment, they 
explore Waregem in search of inspiration. They quickly become fascinated by 
the stories of the city during the First World War. Jim and Sophia discover that, 
although Waregem had been relatively quiet for four years, the liberation left a 
trail of destruction in its wake. The story of an eleven-year-old boy who, out of 
childish curiosity, detonated a cannon shell – with dramatic consequences – fills 
them with horror. They find the diary of a survivor and read about Sergeant Paul 
Smithhisler, who tried to swim across the River Scheldt after all the bridges had 
been blown up. Follow in Jim and Sophia’s footsteps and reconstruct the last 
weeks of the First World War in and around Waregem through the experiences 
of ten soldiers.

Many books will be published to mark the 
centenary of the Russian revolution but this is a 
unique presentation of 1917 through eyewitness 
accounts and previously unpublished images.

A graphic novel with realistic drawings and a factual 
background. Waregem is the only place in Belgium that 
has a cemetery for the American Soldiers who died in 
World War One: Flanders Field American Cemetery and 
Memorial, with the graves of 368 American soldiers.
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9781938461941
Pointed Leaf Press
11.25 x 13.5in.
240pp., 200 col.
Available
$90.00/CDN$121.50
Hardcover, non-returnable

Kerry Joyce
The Intangible
Kerry Joyce

Emmy Award-winning designer Kerry Joyce is known for the refined elegance 
and quiet classicism that unite his varied houses and interiors, as well as his 
collections of textiles, furniture, and rugs. His debut book spans a fascinating 
career, celebrating a unique, warm design sense that seeks always to turn 
houses into homes – to achieve the intangible through the creation of 
tranquillity and balance. The book covers eight homes in a surprising range 
of styles, from modern to traditional, urban to rustic, period restorations to 
entirely newly imagined houses that feel as though they are just as authentic. In 
addition, a charming introduction describes Joyce’s unusual path to becoming 
a designer, with thoughtful essays on each part of his work, from houses to 
interiors to his products.

9782875500243
Beta Plus 
10.5 x 13.75in.
216pp., 220 col.
Available
$110.00/CDN$148.50
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch, Spanish

Bespoke Spaces for Wine
Edited by Wim Pauwels

This inspiring book is for wine connoisseurs and amateurs convinced that their 
hobby deserves the most beautiful space in their private home for storing, 
displaying, tasting and sharing their favorite wines. The greatest specialists in 
custom-made wine cellars and spaces, renowned architects, designers and 
passionate oenophiles show their hidden gems: integrated in the kitchen or 
the living room, in a cellar or near the swimming pool or another space for 
relaxation...

A special view into the creative process of 
the influential and multi-talented designer, 
Kerry Joyce.

The greatest specialists in custom-made 
wine cellars and spaces, renowned architects, 
designers and passionate oenophiles show 
their hidden gems. 

9782875500335
Beta Plus 
9.5 x 11.5in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Kitchens & Dining Rooms
Edited by Wim Pauwels

This brand new title showcases about twenty kitchens and dining 
rooms created by renowned interior architects and kitchen 
designers, both in a contemporary and a timeless and classic style.

9782875500342
 Beta Plus 
11.25 x 14.5in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$110.00/CDN$148.50
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Belgian Masters
in Timeless Architecture and  
Interior Design
Edited by Wim Pauwels

A well-illustrated and comprehensive portrait of the best architects 
and interior designers from Belgium. 
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9782875500359
Beta Plus 
11.25 x 14.5in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$110.00/CDN$148.50
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

9782875500373
Beta Plus 
8.5 x 11.75in.
224pp., 150 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

Belgian Masters
in Contemporary Architecture and 
Interior Design
Edited by Wim Pauwels

A portrait of the best architects and interiors designers working in 
Belgium today, illustrated with sumptuous photographs throughout.

Rendez-Vous
Artists & Creatives at Home
Edited by Wim Pauwels

Rendez-Vous presents sojourns into the living and working spaces of 
celebrated artists and creatives.

9782875500366
Beta Plus 
6.75 x 13.5in.
192pp., 150 col.
Available
$110.00/CDN$148.50
Hardcover, English, French

9782875500397
Beta Plus 
9.5 x 11.5in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Saint-Tropez
The Ultimate Mediterranean Home by 
Alessandra Home Interiors
Edited by Wim Pauwels

Inspiring new holiday homes in Saint-Tropez, created by interior architect 
Sandra Cerfontaine, a real ambassador of the Mediterranean art of living.

Bathrooms & Bedrooms
Edited by Wim Pauwels

In recent years, both spaces have received more attention than ever, 
becoming real sanctuaries, retreats, and oases: they are private and indulgent, 
unlike any other room in the house. Both spaces are the expression of the 
personal style of the homeowners and often the luxurious focal point of 
sophisticated interiors.

Bathrooms & Bedrooms provides brilliant, useful ideas from renowned interior 
architects and decorators on how to create an aesthetically pleasing space. 
This book helps to figure out what elements of design and functionality are 
significant and how to implement them.

This new title, filled with hundreds of inspiring concepts, 
offers a glimpse into the most beautiful high-end private 
bathrooms and bedrooms.
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9782875500403
Beta Plus 
9.75 x 13.5in.
224pp., 250 col.
Available
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

9782875500458
Beta Plus 
10.5 x 13.25in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$110.00/CDN$148.50
Hardcover, English, French

Interior Details
Bespoke Accessories - Craftsmanship - 
Lighting - Paintwork - Stone - Wood
Edited by Wim Pauwels

A large size coffee table book with hundreds of ravishingly beautiful and 
inspiring pictures about the all important ‘finishing touches of each interior : 
bespoke accessories made by exceptional craftsmen, wonderful lighting and 
exquisite fabrics, unique colors and paints, marvelous natural stones and 
wood...

Modern Mountain Hideaways
Edited by Wim Pauwels

The follow-up volume of best-selling New Chalet Living (ISBN 
9789089441386, 2013), with all new photographs: twelve new 
mountain chalets in a timeless and contemporary style.

9782875500434
Beta Plus 
9.5 x 12.25in.
240pp., 220 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

9782875500465
Beta Plus 
11 x 13in.
256pp., 220 col.
Available
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English, French, Dutch

Contemporary Houses & Apartments
Edited by Wim Pauwels

This title highlights seventeen new contemporary projects by renowned 
international architects and interior designers.

Classic Residences
Edited by Wim Pauwels

This title highlights fourteen new classic, timeless projects by renowned 
international architects and interior designers.

Presents the all-important ‘finishing 
touches’ that make an interior design 
project complete.
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9782875500557
Beta Plus 
11.75 x 11.75in.
192pp., 160 col.
Available
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English,Spanish

9781864708011
The Images Publishing Group
9.75 x 12in.
264pp., 400 col.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

Balearic Retreats
Edited by Wim Pauwels

Stunning photographs present the architecture and interior design of 
beautiful homes on the Balearic Islands: Mallorca, Menorca, Ibiza and 
Formentera.

Minimalist and Luxury Living Spaces
Fashionable Home Design
Mark Rielly

Minimalist homes meet their owners’ demands from their spatial 
environment through simplicity and elegance. The movement enjoys 
popularity with today’s international communities, and for good reason - 
modern-day life is a bustle, and the concise and rational artistic language 
of minimalism creates a tranquil space where people can find peace 
from the clutter of the world. 

Minimalist and Luxury Living Spaces collects thirty-four novel and luxury 
examples of minimalist housing. A thorough analysis is provided for each 
featured living space, making this an excellent manual for professional 
designers, teachers, and students.

9782875500588
Beta Plus 
10.25 x 10.25in.
252pp., 180 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover

9786074373363
Ediciones El Viso
11 x 11.75in.
240pp., 240 col.
Available
$65.00/CDN$88.00
Hardcover, English,Spanish

Restoring a House in Tuscany
Anne M. Bauer

This unique coffee table book, finished in real linen, illuminates the 
history and traditions of Italian farmhouses and the captivating 
countryside in which they are situated. Mrs Bauer shows how old, 
deserted farmhouses can be turned into modern, comfortable 
homes without losing their original character. She also introduces 
garden ideas with low maintenance plants, outdoor spaces and 
swimming pools integrated into the landscape.

Ricardo Barroso Interiors
Ricardo Barroso & Fionn Petch
Preface By Eva Longoria

Ricardo Barroso is known for his luxurious residential, commercial and 
hospitality design projects from around the world involving high-end 
residences, executive jets, private yachts, restaurants and nightclubs. 
Ricardo Barroso Interiors gives a personal look into Barroso’s artistic 
ethos with more than 240 color photographs of his past and present 
works, inspired from his life experiences and extensive travels.

A hands-on account of buying and 
restoring a house in Italy.

A monograph on Mexican interior 
designer Ricardo Barroso, with a 
preface by Eva Longoria.

A thorough analysis is provided for each of 
nearly 40 featured luxury and novel minimalist 
living spaces, making this an excellent manual for 
professional designers, teachers and students.
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Store Design
Experience-Based 
Retail
Edited by Brendan 
MacFarlane

Nowadays, the similarity and uniformity 
of products and service cannot meet the 
personalized demands of customers. To 
meet the requirements of customers in 
recent years, the design of retail stores 
has changed dramatically, particularly in 
designing the retail experience. 

This book analyzes a variety of case 
studies to outline how designers are 
crafting an experience within the space, 
from organizing store layout to designing 
enticing product displays. Projects in the 
book cover industries ranging from wine 
to furniture to electrical appliances. This 
book provides both useful references and 
inspiration for professionals and students.

Public Restroom 
Design
Edited by Jacky Suchail

Restrooms are inescapably important 
amenities, but something of a grey zone 
when it comes to design. In a massive 
effort to make them inconspicuous, public 
restrooms have been standardized, buried 
in underground bunkers, hidden behind 
walls and unmarked doors. 

This book presents a selection of over 
forty diverse public restroom designs, 
in which toilets enjoy special status as a 
vehicle for various artistic and cultural 
expressions, corporate values and the 
needs of different social groups. Four 
experts from different backgrounds and 
countries have been invited to write on 
sensitive issues in public restroom design. 
More than 500 full-color photographs, 
plans and detailed descriptions illustrate 
the designs in detail and provide 
fascinating information to architects, 
interior designers, students, and so on.

25th Asia-Pacific 
Interior Design Awards
Wang Chen

The Asia-Pacific Interior Design Awards 
are exclusively curated by Hong Kong 
Interior Design Association. Tens of 
thousands of hours of project experience 
from different designers and design 
companies are concentrated in this book 
to answer the questions “What is good 
design?” “How can we do good design?” 
This book grants a deep understanding 
of interior design, such as how to 
integrate the exterior of architecture 
and environment into the interior design, 
express your design value through 
materials, and highlight the brand culture 
in the right style.

9781864708042
The Images Publishing Group
9 x 11.75in.
240pp., 280 col., 80 b.&w.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9781864708073
The Images Publishing Group
8.25 x 10.25in.
288pp., 600 col., 300 b.&w.
December 2018
$40.00/CDN$54.00
Hardcover

9789881998507
Artpower International Publishing
11.5 x 13.75in.
460pp., 
January 2019
$120.00/CDN$162.00
Hardcover

9789401433549
Lannoo Publishers
9.5 x 12.25in.
240pp., 220 col., 20 b.&w.
January 2019
$70.00/CDN$94.50
Hardcover

Living with Art in Belgium
Fiammetta d’Arenberg Frescobaldi, Jean-Pierre 
Gabriel

Artists, art collectors, entrepreneurs, even King Albert II and Queen 
Paola, welcome you into their homes with an exclusive invitation to 
see their art-filled, unique interiors and gardens. Author Fiammetta 
d’Arenberg Frescobaldi and photographer Jean-Pierre Gabriel take 
you to into places that are normally hidden from outsiders behind high 
hedges and closed doors. The owner’s collections are highlighted with 
stunning photographs that illustrate the way their artwork resonates with 
the home’s architecture and interior design. Peek over the fence of the 
royal residence, the Belvédère Castle, and look inside the houses of Jan 
Fabre, Gérald Watelet, Isabelle Werner de Borchgrave, Boris Vervoordt, 
Gert Voorjans, Sybille de Spoelbergh, and many others.

9789460582288
Luster
7.75 x 10.5in.
160pp., 114 col.
Available
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Paperback

The Invisible Mark
Élise Van Thuyne

Élise Van Thuyne has been working as an interior architect since 2005 and has 
already renovated over 70 private homes, offices and studios. This book offers 
a unique insight into her world, in the form of various reportages about some 
of her projects, which could be described as both invisible and profound. The 
book opens with a chapter on Élise’s own home, as well as offering a detailed 
overview of the renovation of the studio of the artists Muller Van Severen. 
The photos by photographers such as Tine Guns, Heidi Lerckenfeldt, Hannes 
Vandenbroucke and Adriaan Verweé add depth, creating a subjective and 
imperfect view of Élise’s projects. These qualities are also typical of Élise’s work: 
you can recognize her interventions because of the tactile materials and her 
never-wavering yet unassuming attention to detail.

A unique insight into the world of interior architect Élise 
Van Thuyne in the form of various reportages about 
some of her projects: her interventions are both invisible 
and profound, both imperfect and of timeless beauty.

Artists, art collectors, entrepreneurs, and 
royalty open their homes for an exclusive 
opportunity to see the artistic interiors and 
gardens of Belgium’s most beautiful houses.
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9781788840002
ACC Art Books
12.5 x 12.5in.
240pp., 32 col., 111 b.&w.
Available
$750.00/CDN$1,012.50
Hardcover boxed w/ print, 40% disc. non-returnable

9783862067107
Verlag Kettler
9.5 x 11in.
290pp., 90 col., 183 b.&w.
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover, English, German

Terry O’Neill: Rare & Unseen  
Limited Ed.
Rare and Unseen
Terry O’Neill

Long before the age of digital, photographers would send 
physical prints to the papers and magazines. These prints 
were passed around, handled by many, stamped on the back, 
and often times captioned. After use, the prints were filed 
away, thrown out or – for the lucky few – sent back to the 
photographer or their photo agencies. At the dawn of the 
1960s, when Terry O’Neill’s career began, physical prints were 
the norm. Terry kept as many as he could that were sent back 
to him. 

This book collects hundreds of these rare images, a true must 
for Terry’s fans and photography collectors.

Metabolic Processes
Ruhrchemie in Photography
LVR Industriemuseum Oberhausen, 
LUDWIGGALERIE Schloss Oberhausen

Ruhrchemie AG, a chemical company based in Oberhausen (Germany) 
has, since its founding in 1928, consistently maintained a photographic 
archive of the company’s history.  In addition to numerous professional 
and amateur photographers, Ruhrchemie commissioned photographs 
from luminaries of the profession such as Albert Renger-Patzsch and 
Robert Häusser. This book of photographs presents a selection from 
the wide range of images in the collection, including factory architecture, 
industrial landscapes, and employees. 

9781851499229
ACC Art Books
11.75 x 9.25in.
128pp., 10 col., 54 b.&w.
March 2019
$50.00/CDN$67.50
Hardcover

9783862067206
Verlag Kettler
7.75 x 8.75in.
120pp., 17 col., 39 b.&w.
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover, English, German

Splash
Bob Tabor

This collection of nature photography has a poetic purpose in mind. These 
images convey the sea’s raw power, its constructive and destructive force. 
Each picture is reflected back on itself, flipped or curved, the waves like works 
of sculpture that extend into infinity. 

Tabor’s ingenious method captures the spirit of the wave by breaking it into 
its physical elements. He crops the most energetic section of the surf and, 
by eliminating the horizon line, deprives the picture of any sense of scale. He 
heightens chromatic contrasts until these waves dominate the image – there 
is only the fluid burst of spray and the flash of reflected light off the water. The 
results are undeniable: dynamic three-dimensional explosions seem to surge 
off the page, and it is hard to believe these waves aren’t moving. Splash will 
bring the ocean to you.

Between the Films
A Photo History of the Berlinale
Deutsche Kinemathek Berlin, Dr. Daniela Sannwald & 
Georg Simbeni

Since its debut nearly 70 years ago, the Berlin International Film Festival – 
known as the Berlinale – has become one of the world’s leading showcases 
for cinematic talent and ranks amongst the industry’s best attended events.  
Every year, photographs from the festival capture the attention of the world. 
This selection of images of the Berlinale from the 1950s to the present in the 
archives of the Deutsche Kinemathek features highlights from on and off the 
red carpet.  In addition to the stars and directors, it includes images of lively 
press conferences, parties, fans, award ceremonies, and some rare instances of 
calm amidst the hustle and bustle of the festival. 

The ocean as you’ve never seen it before, 
caught by the camera of renowned seascape 
photographer Bob Tabor.

This book presents a selection of photographs taken 
at the Berlin International Film Festival – known as 
the Berlinale – from the 1950s up to the present day, 
in the archives of the Deutsche Kinemathek. 

A stunning celebration of the career 
of one of Britain’s greatest and most 
loved photographers, this slip-cased 
edition, limited to just 300 copies, 
comes with a portfolio containing a 
print, and a certificate of authenticity 
signed by Terry O’Neill.

Industrial and factory photography from 
the archives of the chemical company 
Ruhrchemie in Oberhausen, Germany.
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Bogomir Ecker
What the Photo Hides
Gerhard Finckh, von der 
Heydt Kunsthalle Wuppertal

German sculptor Bogomir Ecker is well-
known for his room-sized installations and 
thought-provoking, enigmatic, objects.  He 
has collected anonymous press photos 
for many years, from which he assembles 
large-scale associative tableaux. These 
images are seen outside their frame of 
reference and their original function as 
conveyors of news.  Ecker paints over 
and tears individual photos or entire 
newspapers, and isolates and distorts 
particular motifs in order to contest the 
veracity of the picture or to highlight the 
selectivity of press coverage. 

Moulding the Void
Mother in the Making
Peter Bjørn Franceschi, with 
translations by Minati Kar

This book takes us through the winding 
lanes of Kumartuli in West Bengal, home 
to the master artists who craft the clay 
idols of the goddess Durga for the annual 
celebration of Durga Pujo.The author’s 
photographs present a visual diary of 
the making of the idols of the goddess, 
from conception to finished form. Adding 
another layer of interpretation are the 
accompanying translations of Sanksrit 
hymns. 

D.P.R. Korea
Grand Tour
Carl De Keyzer

When it comes to foreign visitors or 
artists, North Korea must be one of the 
most restrictive countries in the world. 
Nevertheless, Belgian-born Magnum 
photographer Carl De Keyzer managed to 
cross the entire country in 42 days, divided 
into 3 separate journeys. In his latest book, 
De Keyzer goes deep into North Korea, 
officially the Democratic People’s Republic 
of Korea, the last communist state in the 
world from an ideological, political and 
cultural perspective. De Keyzer is one of 
very few photographers to have almost 
unlimited access to the country. He 
photographed more than 200 different 
locations, many of which had never been 
captured on camera before. The 250 
photos that form his ‘Grand Tour’ – taken 
on marches, at the shooting range, in 
the subway and in family homes – are a 
testament to this unique and unfamiliar 
country. 

9783862067213
Verlag Kettler
9.5 x 11.5in.
160pp., 120 col.
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover, English, German

9789385360428
Mapin Publishing
8.25 x 9.5in.
280pp., 192 col.
February 2019
$70.00/CDN$94.50
Hardcover

9789401456111
Lannoo Publishers
9.5 x 12.25in.
304pp., 250 col.
Available
$55.00/CDN$74.00
Hardcover

9781911422181
Circa
10.25 x 11.75in.
160pp., 90 col.
May 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Steve Diet Goedde
Extempore
Photographs by Steve Diet Goedde, with introduction by 
Andi Campognone

Steve Diet Goedde’s photographs are concerned with fetishism, but they could 
reasonably be regarded as fashion photographs, for they are about clothes 
and the roles that dressing imposes on women, or allows them to play. Indeed, 
Goedde has consistently rejected the visual stereotypes of ‘fetish’ photography. 
Instead he sets out to seduce and amuse, experimenting with humor, irony and 
elements of the surreal. Extempore brings together images that are departures 
in another sense. They represent stolen moments, or glimpses behind the 
scenes, when the models are not necessarily aware of the camera. Most of 
Goedde’s models are drawn from his close circle of friends and in these 
photographs particularly one senses a shared trust and understanding.

9789058566096
Stichting Kunstboek
12.25 x 17.25in.
200pp., 36 col., 140 b.&w.
December 2018
$149.00/CDN$201.00
Hardcover

Paris Revisited
Henk van Cauwenbergh

In this ode to the charms of Paris and Parisian style, Belgian photographer 
Henk van Cauwenbergh captures the essence of the city’s most iconic venues 
and its perennially chic denizens. He seeks out the culinary hotspots of Paris 
and turns his camera on the places to see and be seen.  Inspired by the 
microcosm of Saint-Germain, his Paris is imbued with the spirit of the places 
where people gather: the casual efficiency of waiters at Les Deux Magots 
and the Café de Flore, the boisterous atmosphere of Brasserie Lipp. Long 
influenced by urban and innate style of Serge Gainsbourg, Charles Aznavour, 
Catherine Deneuve, and Jeanne Moreau, van Cauwenbergh’s Paris is one of 
seduction and nonchalance, of beautiful women, and the heady emotions of 
first love.

An ode to the charms of Paris, its vibrant 
people, and iconic places, by noted Belgian 
photographer Henk van Cauwenbergh.

The world’s leading fetish photographer takes 
us behind the scenes to show images captured 
between takes – when the models are not 
necessarily aware of the camera. 
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9789386906410
Niyogi Books
9.5 x 10in.
380pp., 441 col.
Available
$75.00/CDN$100.00
Hardcover, slipcase, non-returnable

9783667114358
Delius Klasing Verlag
8.25 x 9.5in.
160pp., 80 col.
January 2019
$25.00/CDN$34.00
Hardcover, English, German

Nostalgia for Eternity
Journeys in Religion, History and Myth 
on the Indian Subcontinent
Leonid Plotkin

With breadth and insight unmatched by any other publication, Nostalgia 
for Eternity illustrates the worlds of pilgrims seeking that transcendent 
truth and illuminates the different paths that they travel. Through 
evocative, complex images we enter the secretive realm of Tantric 
worshippers of the Mother Goddess; and we walk with Sufi pilgrims 
across the deserts of Rajasthan. Meditative, richly layered photographs 
reveal the inner world of Bengali Bauls – mystics who worship the 
human being; and of Sidis – descendants of African saints whose religion 
merges African ancestor worship with Sufism. Richly annotated text 
reveals to the reader the deeper symbolic and mythological significance 
of the Hindu, Buddhist, Islamic, and syncretic practices explored in the 
book.

Nonstop
Driven by the Sea
Boris Herrmann

Boris Hermann is the superstar of the German pro-sailing-scene. He 
sailed around the world in the fastest time – just 47 days – and holds 
several records at sea. He was the highest-placed German participant 
2010/11 at the Barcelona World Race, reaching (with Ryan Breymeier) a 
respectable 5th place. 

After a decade as a teamplayer, Hermann (in 2020) has now set his 
sights on the most difficult Regatta of the world: the Vendée Globe. 
Nonstop follows this passionate sailor’s story.

9789401448048
Lannoo Publishers
6.75 x 8.25in.
128pp., 20 col.
Available
$19.95/CDN$27.00
Paperback

9789492677556
Cannibal Publishing
9.5 x 11.75in.
240pp., 
December 2018
$45.00/CDN$60.00
Hardcover, English, Dutch

First Aid for Stress & Burnout
Elke Van Hoof

We all need a healthy amount of stress in our lives in order to achieve things 
and grow. However, stress also has negative effects. Long-term exposure to 
stress makes people ill. And the worst part is, most of us never see it coming. 
Even if you are already dealing with a burnout, this book may give you more 
insight into what happened to you and put you on the road to recovery. In 
this book, the author summarizes in an accessible manner what we know 
about stress today and encourages you to get started yourself with self-tests, 
exercises and concrete tips. This book will help you recognize negative stress 
in a timely manner and reduce its effects to a minimum.

The Wolfpack
365 Days on the Road
Sigfrid Eggers & Rik Van Puymbroeck

The riders of Quick-Step Floors Cycling Team, the team built up around 
manager Patrick Lefevere, call themselves ‘The Wolfpack’. With Belgian roots 
but an international outlook, the team has a truly impressive record of wins. 
And the 2018 season was the high point of their success so far. In this book, 
photographer Sigfrid Eggers offers a unique glimpse behind the scenes of a 
world-class cycling team. You get to relive the fantastic highlights of a year in 
pro riding. Never before has a team been followed so closely or so intensely. 
Master storyteller Rik Van Puymbroeck provides the words to accompany the 
pictures.

This book will help you recognize negative stress in a 
timely manner and reduce its effects to a minimum.  

The sports revelation of 2019! Follow the riders of the 
Quick-Step Floors Cycling Team for one year. 

Nostalgia for Eternity is an extended visual 
meditation on the highest human aspirations: 
to know the nature of one’s true self and to 
understand one’s place in the cosmos.

Boris Hermann is the future (and 
already current) superstar of the 
German pro-sailing-scene. 
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Fontana e Parigi
Enrico Crispolti

Fontana e Parigi explores, through a 
selection of approximately seventy works, 
including sculptures and paintings, the 
Master’s artistic activity from the 1950s 
onwards. The critical essays by Enrico 
Crispolti enrich the text by providing 
some important insights into the life of 
Lucio Fontana, his visits to Paris and Milan, 
during which he continued to have an 
extensive range of exchanges with artists, 
architects and intellectuals of his time.

Vintage photographs, direct quotations 
from the artist, and a thorough biography 
contextualize the art of Fontana in the 
specific cultural climate in which he 
lived and help to better understand the 
evolutionary spirit of this person who, 
until his death, was driven by a constant 
creative tension. 

The Winery Collection
A travel guide to 
Contemporary 
Architecture in the 
Italian Landscape
Edited by Luca Molinari

With the evolution of agriculture from 
a family-run, artisanal economy to an 
industrial scale activity, wine production 
was mainly concentrated in industrial 
style buildings lacking in any architectural 
inspiration, since it was limited to a purely 
functional role. Thanks to a series of social, 
economic, and also cultural factors, this 
trend was even completely inverted. 

Showing a selection of twenty-eight 
wineries spread throughout Italy, this book 
is aimed at investigating the characteristics 
of each single construction, establishing 
and underlining the connection between 
the architectural structure and its role 
within the agricultural fabric. 

Adolfo Natalini  Four 
Sketchbooks
From Superstudio To 
Natalini Architetti
Adolfo Natalini

Founder of Superstudio and initiator 
of the so-called ‘Radical Architecture’ 
movement, Adolfo Natalini describes 
years of designed and constructed 
architectural projects through his 
preferred media: drawings and sketches 
shown in his Black notebooks (Quaderni 
Neri). This book contains many of his 
numerous designs and constructed 
projects, witness to almost fifty years 
of his career, collected in four new 
Notebooks. 

This significant book helps us understand 
a key player in Italian architecture, his 
career, how his ideas evolved, and how 
he sees and understands his work and 
designs.

Ytalia
Energy Thought 
Beauty. All is 
connected.
Edited by Sergio Risaliti

Catalogue title for the large group 
exhibition held in Florence in 2017 in 
several places in the historic center. Each 
location exhibits the works of some of 
Italy’s 12 most important contemporary 
artists.  

The 12 protagonists are: Giovanni 
Anselmo, Marco Bagnoli, Domenico 
Bianchi, Alighiero Boetti, Gino De 
Dominicis, Luciano Fabro, Jannis Kounellis, 
Mario Merz, Nunzio, Mimmo Paladino, 
Giulio Paolini and Remo Salvadori. 
The catalogue narrates this widely 
varied exhibition with contributions 
by recognized international art critics. 
Comprehensive data sheets provide 
detailed descriptions of the works by 
each artist on show. 

Jan Fabre
Spiritual Guards
Edited by Joanna de Vos and 
Melania Rossi, in collaboration 
with Sergio Risaliti

Published to accompany an exhibition 
in Florence, this book is illustrated with 
photography by the internationally famous 
photographer, Attilio Maranzano. Critical 
essays and introductions by the curators 
Melania Rossi and Joanna De Vos, the 
project’s artistic director, Sergio Risaliti, 
and by Arabella Natalini, provide analyzes 
of the works on show and describe the 
extraordinary and multifaceted career of 
the artist.

Lucio Fontana
Edited by Enrico Crispolti, 
Luca Massimo Barbero & 
Edward Lucie-Smith

Catalog of the exhibition at Tornabuoni 
Art Gallery in London dedicated to Lucio 
Fontana. The essays give great insight 
into the origins, content and features 
involved in the works and in the artistic 
movement that the artist himself referred 
to as ‘Spazialismo’ (Spacialism), illustrating 
the underlying reasons for the growing 
international interest in Fontana’s work.

The authors have provided important 
curatorship, with historical reconstructions 
and critical analyses that bring to bear 
upon this selection of works the full 
significance of the targeted research 
programme.

9788896780084
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 11.75in.
144pp., 72 col., 16 b.&w.
Available
$61.00/CDN$82.50
Hardcover, English, Italian

9788899534288
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 12.25in.
304pp., 280 col., 80 b.&w.
Available
$112.00/CDN$151.00
Hardcover

9788896780886
Forma Edizioni
7.5 x 10.5in.
344pp., 153 col., 89 b.&w.
Available
$61.00/CDN$82.50
Paperback

9788899534363
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 12.25in.
288pp., 119 col.
Available
$68.00/CDN$92.00
Hardcover

9788899534141
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 12.25in.
160pp., 75 col., 26 b.&w.
Available
$61.00/CDN$82.50
Hardcover

9788899534462
Forma Edizioni
9.5 x 11.75in.
272pp., 72 col., 52 b.&w.
Available
$85.00/CDN$115.00
Hardcover, English, Italian
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9781864707175
The Images Publishing Group
7 x 9in.
288pp., 350 col.
May 2019
$59.95/CDN$80.95
Hardcover

New Orleans
An Intimate Journey Through a City 
with Soul
Geoffrey H. Baker

New Orleans, like Venice, is built in a location that at first sight seems 
curious in the extreme. How could it be that these cities, built so 
precariously in the face of a watery threat, were to become among the 
great cities of the world? How could a site below sea level, at a swampy 
curve in the River Mississippi become one of the most visited cities in 
the United States, and possess a unique kind of magic that separates 
it from other cities? Geoffrey H. Baker’s gem of an architectural guide 
answers these burning questions. Beautiful photography showcases 
the unique topography and architectural fabric of New Orleans, and 
Geoffrey’s insight illuminates the city’s inimitable spirit that’s born of its 
constant battle for survival. 

9781911422075
Circa
11.75 x 10.25in.
120pp., 100 col.
March 2019
$60.00/CDN$81.00
Hardcover

Peter Salter
Walmer Yard
Peter Salter, Peter Beardsell, Mark Dorrian, Crispin 
Kelly and Niall McLaughlin

Walmer Yard, in London, is the first residential building in Britain designed 
by architect Peter Salter.  Although modest in scale, the project is 
extraordinary in many ways. On an irregularly shaped site, Salter’s design 
brings four houses into a complex relationship with each other, half-formal, 
half-familiar, interdependent yet solitary. Similarly, the relations among the 
core team who developed the design are more nuanced than in most 
architectural projects, since they all met at the Architectural Association in 
Peter Salter’s unit, where Crispin Kelly (the client) and Fenella Collingridge 
(Peter’s current collaborator) were student contemporaries. This book 
documents the project with Peter Salter’s original pen-and-ink drawings 
and Hélène Binet’s extraordinary photographs.
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Japanese Style Typeface Design and Applications 46
Johan Creten. Naked Roots 20
Junger Kunstkreis Fulda 16
Karl Ludvigsen’s Fast Friends 34
Kerry Joyce 60
Kim Strebel 11
Kitchens & Dining Rooms 61
Lace in Flanders 21
Landy Love 33
Legend of Krishna, The 30
Lin Robbe Seiler 11
Lions of the North 57
Little Known Facts: Shanghai Tower 12
Liu Xiadong 21
Living with Art in Belgium 68
Lucio Fontana 77
Lukas Salzmann 16
Made in Holland 38
Magic of Watches, The  39
Margaret de Flahaut (1788–1867) 27
Mary Bauermeister 19
Materials 6
Mauritshuis - The Building 12
Meier Leder 10

Metabolic Processes 71
Michel Buffet 47
Micro-factories  48
Millennium of Monochromes, A 36
Minimalist and Luxury Living Spaces 67
Minshuku: Japanese-Style Guesthouses 8
MOCAK Museum of Contemporary  
Art in Krakow 24
Modern Mountain Hideaways 65
Monsoon Feelings 29
Moulding the Void 72
Mughal Empire from Jahangir to Shah Jahan, The 32
Netsuke in Comparison 28
New Berlin, The 56
New Orleans 78
Nonstop 75
Nostalgia for Eternity 74
Paper Jewels 29
Paris Furniture 40
Paris Revisited  73
Personal Diversity 5
Peter Salter 78
Porsche Art Book, The 33
Praying for Myriad Virtues 55
Preserving Vasa 54
Public Restroom Design 69
Queer!? 17
Rabbit Cloud and The Rainmakers 51
Religions of the Hindukush 31
Rembrandt & Saskia 26
Rendez-Vous 63
Resist! 56
Restoring a House in Tuscany 66
Ricardo Barroso Interiors 67
Rugs and Flatweaves from East Azarbaijan  
and the Transcaucasus 43
Saint-Tropez 62
Scent upon a Southern Breeze 32
Scottish Wemyss Ware 37
Shoes 50
Splash 70
Splendour & Bliss: Arts from the  
Islamic World 27
Steve Diet Goedde 73
Store Design 69
Style and Epoch 6
Techniques for Floral Beauty 52
Terry O’Neill: Rare and Unseen 70
Thai Silver and Nielloware 31
ThinkingJewellery 2 42
Travels with a Jaguar 33
Tricks of the Medieval Trades 14
Triennale Brugge 2018 24
Vertical Garden Design 53
Vessel/Sculpture 3 38
Watches 39
Weavings of Nomads in Iran 43
Wine Cellar Design 45
Winery Collection, The 77
Wolfpack 75
Wooden Architecture of Kerala 9
World of Religions, The 30
Yoga Shakti 30
Young Architects 19 3
Ytalia 77
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USA
New York City
ACC Art Books
6 West 18th Street, 4B
New York NY 10011
Tel: 212-645-1111
Fax: 716-242-4911
Email: ussales@accartbooks.com
www.accartbooks.com/us

Mid-Atlantic States and New England
Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, Vermont, 
Washington, DC
Chesapeake & Hudson, Inc.
115 West Potomac Street,
Brunswick,
MD 21716
T: 800-231-4469  
F: 800-307-5163
E: office@cheshud.com

Mid-Western States
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, 
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio, 
South Dakota, Wisconsin
Abraham Associates
5120a Cedar Lake Rd.
St. Louis Park, MN 55416 
T: (952) 927-7920 
F: (952) 927-8089
Customer Service (toll-free): (800) 701-2489
E: info@aabookreps.com

Western States
Alaska, Arizona, California, Colorado, Hawaii, Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, 
Washington, Wyoming
Faherty & Associates
7150 SW Hampton Street, Suite 109
Portland, OR 97223
T: 503-639-3113
F: 503-598-9850
E: faherty@fahertybooks.com

Southern States
Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, 
Mississippi, Oklahoma, North Carolina, South 
Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia, West Virginia
Bill McClung & Associates
20540 Hwy 46W
suite 115
Spring Branch, TX 78070
T: 214-505-1501
F: 888-311-8932
E: Bill McClung  bmcclung@ix.netcom.com
E: Terri McClung  tmcclung@ix.netcom.com

CANADA
Canadian Manda Group
664 Annette Street
Toronto, ON, M6S 2C8
T: 416-516-0911
F: 416-516-0917
E: info@mandagroup.com
www.mandagroup.com

SPECIAL MARKETS
ACC Art Books
6 West 18th Street, 4B,
New York, NY 10011
T: 212-645-1111
F: 716-242-4911

Gift Sales Representation:
California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado, Wyoming, Hawaii
Stephen Young
LA Mart
Address: 1933 S Broadway # 830
Los Angeles, CA 90007
T: (213) 748-8814

Gift Sales Representation:
Maine, Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Vermont, 
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, 
Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 
Kentucky, Washington DC, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, 
South Dakota, North Dakota
The Harper Group
230 5th Avenue Suite 311
New York, NY 10001
T: 212-868-1802
F: 212-868-1806
sales@harpergroup.com 

Gift Sales Representation:
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Kansas
GoetzInc. World Trade
2050 North Stemmons Freeway
211 World Trade Center
Dallas, TX   75207
T: 214-744-4693
F: 214-748-8461
E: salesWTC@goetzinc.com 

Gift Sales Representation:
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho, Alaska
Nolita Home & Beauty 
200 SW Michigan Street, Suite 212
Seattle, WA. 98106
T: 206-768-0941
F: 206-768-0943
info@nolitahomeandbeauty.com

Sales Inquiries
ACC Art Books
T: 212-645-1111
F: 716-242-4911 
E: ussales@accartbooks.com

Press Inquiries
T: 212-645-1111
E: ussales@accartbooks.com

Ordering Information
National Book Network
Tel: (800) 462-6420 or 
T: (717) 794-3800 (option 3)
F: (800) 338-4550
By email: customercare@nbnbooks.com
By mail:  NBN Customer Service, 15200 NBN Way, 
Blue Ridge Summit, PA, 17214

Edelweiss users will find us on the home page under 
National Book Network.

REPRESENTATIVES & AGENTS



ACC DISTRIBUTES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLISHERS:

24 ORE Cultura

5 Continents Editions

ACC Art Books
ACC Editions
ACR Edition
America’s Greatest Brands
Andrea Monfried Editions
Antique Collectors’ Club
Archetype Books
Arkivia
Arnoldsche Art Publishers
Art of Publishing Ltd.
Artpower International Publishers
ArtPostAsia
Artmedia
Ashmolean Museum Publications
av edition GmbH

Bauer and Dean Publishers
Ben Uri Gallery & Museum
Beta Plus
Books & Projects

Callwey Verlag
Cannibal/Hannibal
Carlton Books Ltd. 
Chameleon Books
Circa Press
Congedo

David Messum
Diane de Selliers
Delius Klasing

Ediciones El Viso
Ediciones El Viso America
Edition Lammerhuber
Editions Cercle d’Art
Editions du Chêne
Editions Gourcuff Gradenigo
Editions Norma
Editemos
Emons Verlag
Fine Arts Society/Atelier Books
Floating World Editions

Forma Edizioni
Foster + Partners
Franco Cosimo Panini

Gallimard
Gambero Rosso
Garden Art Press
Glitterati Editions
Grayson Publishing
Grupo Peñín
Guido Tomassi Editore

Hali Publications
Heel Verlag
Hoxton Mini Press
Hudson Hills Press

Images Publishing Group

Jaico Publishing House
Johan & Levi
John Adamson

KMW Studio

Lannoo Publishers
Lange Uhren
LACMA
Luster
Lyon Artbooks

M. Shafik Gabr
Macklowe Gallery
Mandragora
Mapin Publishing
Mare & Martin
Marquand Books
Merrick & Day
Monaco Books
Museum of Brands

National Galleries of Scotland
National Museums of Scotland
New Cavendish
Niyogi Books

Officina Libraria

Orchid Press

Papadakis Publisher
Pointed Leaf Press

Quart Architektur

Red Dot
Richard Dennis
Ridgewood Publishing LLC
River Books
Roli Books
Rovakada

Scala Arts Publishers Inc.
Scripta Maneant Editori
Shannongrove Press
Shinkenchiku-sha Co., Ltd
Sieveking
Spacemaker Press
Stichting Kunstboek

The Artist Book Foundation
The Marg Foundation
Third Millennium Publishing/Profile 
Editions
This Side Up
Tongji University Press

Urban Jürgensen

Vadehra Art Gallery
Vendange Press
Verlag Kettler
Vinci Editons
Visionary World

Waanders & de Kunst
WBooks
Wartski 
Watchprint
Winterthur Museum
Wonderland

Publishers marked in bold are new for 
this season. 


